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GOP hails
McCain and
assails Obama
By The Associated Press
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Tuesday night prisoners with him a generation
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National Convention in St. Paul, America. we
Delegates
must stay on
Minn.,
Tuesday.
booed heartioffense, stop
ly when he
attacks
said Obama had voted to cut off before they happen and not wait
funding "for our troops on the to be hit again. The man we
ground" in Iraq.
need is John McCain."
A parade of speakers, led by
Former Tennessee Sen. Fred
President Bush. hailed McCain, Thompson drew some of the
praising him as a war hero who loudest cheers of the night as he
endured years of torture in scoffed at Obama. the 47-yearVietnam and decades later old Illinois senator who is seekrisked his White House ambi- ing to become the first black
tions to support an unpopular president.
Iraq war.
The Republican nominee-in- •See Page 3A
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TOM BERRY/Ledger a Times
Murray Police Sgt. Tracy Guge, left, and Maj. Jeffrey Liles, background, play "jai:ball" with Murray Middle School students as
part of the department's new Adopt-a-School Program. Murray Schools no longer have an MPD school resource officer, however the new program will do much the same job in letting students know that police officers are friendly and want to help.

MPD officers 'adopting'schools
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent schools
no longer have a school resource
officer patrolling the halls fulltime, but Murray Police
Department's new Adopt-ASchool Program may help fill
the void.
At least twice
and maybe
three or more times a week
a
friendly. neighborhood MPD
officer drops by one of the three
schools he or she's personally
adopted to talk to the students.
play a short game just for fun, or
answer questions concerning
everything from how often they
shine their badges to how many
bad guys they've caught today
to "Where's the police dog?"
The program was recently
kicked off to keep a police presence in the schools, according to

Sgt. Tracy Ciuge, a community
crime prevention specialist and
spokeswomaa for the department. The grant used to pay for
the resource officers' presence
was cut.
Guge said officers volunteer
to take part in the program and
drop by while on duty. During
visits, officers introduce themselves to students, answer questions from students, staff or faculty and help with safety issue if
needed.
-This program is to open the
lines
of
communications
between police and the youth of
our community." Guge said.
"Oftentimes the youth fear
police. Hopefully, through this
program. children will feel more
comfortable to speak with officers on a vanety of topics.
"Through this program, the
Murray Police Department will

No power yet for
Gulf Coast residents
NEW ORLEANS(API — Enter at your own risk. New Orleans.
That was the message from Mayor Ray Nagin, who gave residents the go-ahead to retum to the Crescent City early Thursday, but
with several warnings -- many homes were without electricity or
working toilets and a dusk-to-dawn curFYI
few would still be in effect.
Local power crews
"It's my humble opinion that the city is
have been dispatched
still in a very, very vulnerable state,"
to the Gulf Coast to
Nagin said Tuesday evening.
help with power
Millions fled the Gulf Coast in fear of
restoration following
Hurricane Gustay. and many were ready
Hurricane Gustay. A
to get back home after spending several
supervisor with West
days in hot, overcrowded shelters. But as
Kentucky RECC in
of late Tuesday. there were still nearly
Mayfield said 8 men
800,000 homes in Louisiana without
wlth equipment left
power. including about 77,000 in the city
Tuesday for southern
of New Orleans. Officials said the main
Louisiana.
transmission lines into southern Louisiana
were crippled and they had no timetable
of when much of the power might be restored.
The mayor said he had no choice but to begin allowing residents
back because neighbonng parishes were reopening this morning.
But they, too, face the dangers of downed power lines and trees.
Still, residents who evacuated coastal areas want to return, realizing this was no Katrina. which killed 1,6(X) people in 2005. Nine
deaths have been attributed to Gustay.
Early insurance industry estimates put the expected damage to
covered properties at anywhere from $2 billion to $IO billion.
That's high. but well short of Katnna's $41 billion.
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learn the issues our young people face and possibly result in
programs to aid us and our
youth in finding solutions,- she
added.
Last week before the Labor
Day holiday weekend, Guge and
MPD Maj. Jeffrey Liles stopped
by Murray Middle School to
play "jailball" with students in
the gym and light. Nerf-type
balls were flying faster than flies
at a pantake breakfast.
Guge and Liles were pelted,
but it was all in fun. According
to the rules, whoever gets hit
with a ball goes to "jail," so it
was handy to have a police officer around.
MMS Principal Lou Carter
said she welcomes the Adopt-aSchool program and the positive
influence it will have on the students.
"As always. I just feel like

having a police or resource officer in a school is beneficial for
school safety." Carter said.
Guge said she hopes to have
several officers participate in the
program.
Guge said Adopt-a-School
should aid the department help
students deal with issues in their
lives that might involve law
enforcement such as bullying.
safety measures involved in getting back and forth to school, or
troubles at home.
Basically, anything to let the
youngsters know that the police
officer is a friend.
"We just want to let the kids
know that we're there. They can
talk to us. We're friendly people," she said. "Maybe by talking to us we can figure out the
problems they are facing and we
can help them."

Family farm offering organically-grown options
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Hillyard Field Organics has deep roots,
figuratively and literally.
According to Brad Lowe, who owns the
farm with his wife. Karly, and two daughters, Daisy and Lily. the 60-acre certified
organic farm has been in his family for 80
years.
Located about eight miles outside of
Murray. the farm has been certified through
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture
and ultimately through the United States
Department of Agriculture.
"It's a guarantee to our clients that everything we do here is (organic).- said Lowe.
All the fertilizer used on the gardens is
either compost or manure from nearby
farms. There are no pesticides used on the
produce or in the ground, said Lowe. If it is
necessary to eliminate certain bugs or
worms. Lowe said there are botanical and
biological sprays that effects the digestive
systems of destructive worms.
HOLLY WISEJLedger and Times
To become certified organic, Lowe said Brad Lowe picks vegetabies from his family's garden. The three acres of organic
the land had to be free of chemicals for three produce is just a portion of what is offered at the certified organic Hillyard Field
years before planting As a result, the pro- Organics.
duce from the farm is certified organic.
borrows his neighbor's mule and uses an old
"People like to come out and see what
"Organic farming is a more ecologicallyplow. This keeps the land and produce even they're eating," said Lowe. "They like to
based way of farming." said Lowe.
more pure and cuts back on fuel expenses. get out in the garden and pick their own veg"Spraying biological sprays leaves the
said Lowe.
gies.insects that are beneficial. The soil is alive
In addition to the three acres of vegetable
All of the produce raised at Hillyard
without bacteria and insects then nothing
production, the Lowes also raise beef, pork
works right."
and chickens that is guaranteed all-natural
When the land needs to be plowed. Lowe
and pasture raised.
•See Page 2A
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Policelog

East Coast on gaud
Trop.ca1 Storm Hanna[limped
heavy rain On rnuCh 01 Hisparvola
IX' Wednesday

Murray Police Department

An attempted burglary report was taken at 1314 Larkspur Dr at
4 18 a m. Saturday A door was busted iri. the log stated
- A drive off (theft by unlawful taking under $300) report was made
at 1302 Main St. at 6.31 p.m
- A theft report was taken at 1400 Main St at 7.19 p.m.
A drive off was reported at Speedway at 1205.
a.m. Sunday
An accident with injury was reported at 150 a.m. Monday on
l'alestine Church Road. No other information was available.
A theft report was taken at 407 Poplar St at 3.14 p.m. Tuesday.
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Murray State University Police

- A report of a stolen bicycle was taken at 1231 p.m. Friday at the
Fine Arts Building.
- A report of a stolen bicycle was taken at 3.41 p.m. Saturday at
Hester College
- A report of a phone and two books missing was taken Tuesday
at 4.34 p m at Faculty Hall.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

KentuckylnBrief
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Candidates accept debate invitation
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell and
Democratic cnallenger Bruce Lunsford have
accepted an invitation to participate in an old-fashioned debate later this month in northern Kentucky.
Instead of taking questions from a moderator or
panelists, the rivals will ask each other questions.
The "Lincoln/Douglas-style"
debate is set for the morning of
Sept. 13 in Erlanger. The event
will be hosted by the Northern
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
McConnell and Lunsford have
McConnell
faced off twice this summer at the
annual Fancy Farm Picnic and later before a
Kentucky Farm Bureau audience.
Lunsford campaign spokesman Cary Stemle
said Tuesday the Democratic challenger is open to
Lunsford
more debates.
McConnell campaign manager Justin Brasell says the senator's
campaign is evaluating other debate invitations to see if the events
would tit into the senator's schedule.

Economic development leader resigns
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Economic
Development Secretary John Hindman has
resigned to return to the private sector after just
more than a year on the job.
Hindman will work as consultant tor a year on
some of the large projects under way in the state,
including expansions at the Ford plants in
Louisville.
Gov. Steve Beshear appointed Executive
Cabinet Secretary Larry Hayes to serve as the
interim head cf the Economic Development
Hindman
Cabinet.
Beshear said he has no timetable for naming a permanent
replacement.

Judge dismisses challenge to state's
deer, elk import ban
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) —A federal judge has dismissed a challenge to Kentucky's ban on transporting deer and elk into the state
saying the lawsuit was premature because a state court has already
truck down the law.
U.S. District Judge Danny Reeves on Tuesday at least temporarly
away a challenge to the law brought by the North American
Deer Farmers Association.
Reeves cited a ruling in April by McCracken Circuit Judge Craig
Clymer that said the law was vague and therefore unconstitutional.
Reeves said that until there's a final appellate ruling on the law in
state court, any federal challenge is untimely.
Kentucky state law banned the importation of elk and deer to protect the state's elk and white-tailed deer herds from chronic wasting
disease.

III Family farm ...
From Front
Field Organics is an heirloom
variety, said Lowe. All of the
seed is also certified organic.
When it comes to providing
for their animals, family and
friends, the Lowes try to do as
much of it themselves as they
can.
They raise and hand collect
milo and millet for the chickens,
they have 25 laying hens for

Al

AP

eggs, they have a milk cow that
supplies them with milk, cheese
and butter, they raise their own
grass hay and herbs and Lowe
keeps 13 bee hives, maintains a
vineyard and makes his own
wine.
Lowe also raises organic
Burley tobacco, which he sells
to the Santa Fe Tobacco
Company, which only buys
30,000 to 40,000 pounds of
organic tobacco nationwide.

Eddie Brown sits on his cot at a shelter set up for evacuees from Hurricane Gustav in
Shreveport, La., Tuesday. Anxious evacuees across the country clamored to come home
Tuesday after Hurricane Gustav largely spared New Orleans and southern Louisiana, but
were cautioned to wait for the restoration of power and other critical services knocked out by
the storm.

NI No power
From Front

•• •

Damage assessed from land and air

SE coast
nervously
watching
TS. Hanna

\ANNAN, Ga. (AP) —
Nervous residents rushed to buy
plywood and generators while
emergency officials in Georgia,
Florida and the Carolinas
Damage from Hurricane Gustav
weighed possible evacuations
sustained
Rainfall 01 3 IC 6 inches
New Oriesns' sewer system
Tuesday as Tropical Storm
ctai nage Officials are investigating
is expected across
Hanna was expected to shift
Arkansas through
damage to a Pod of New Orleans
fioodwall of the Industnal Canal
Thursday some areas
toward a tough-to-predict landcould get up to 10 inches
apparently caused by runaway barges
fall along the southern Atlantic
coast by the end of the week.
Florida Gov. Charlie Crist'
declared a state of emergency as
Hannah, downgraded from hurricane status Tuesday but with
ample time to regain strength,.
was forecast to turn to the northwest from the Bahamas.'
Emergency officials in Georgia
and South Carolina went into
24-hour alert mode.
In Savannah, which hasn't
seen a direct hit from a major
hurricane in more than a century, Janey Miley took her 15Flash flood warnings
Early incticat)ons are
At the peak 850 000
year-old daughter to Home
were issued across the
that Gustav caused
Energy customers
coastal states Texas
little damage to
Depot at lunchtime Tuesday for
primarily e Louisiana
was expected to receive onshore and
and Mississippi had
an impromptu lesson in hummore than a foot of rain
offshore oil tackles
lost electrical service
cane preparedness.
They waited in a busy check-1
AP
SOURCES National Areatr.ei Service Entergy AP reporting
out line with a 5-gallon gas can.
employees were allowed to port scores of patients from hos- a circular saw and 10 sheets of
return Tuesday. Banks and other pitals and other medical facili- plywcod in case they needed to
firms were to return today.
ties for fear they couldn't sur- board up the windows of their
The city expected to begin vive long without air condition- home on nearby Tybee Island. A
this weekend bringing back the ing.
steady flow of customers pushed
estimated 18,000 residents who
The state's secretary of carts stocked with everything
didn't have the means to evacu- Health and Hospitals, Alan from batteries to 5,000-watt
ate on their own and were sent Levine, said these patients were generators.
to shelters in Louisiana and critically ill, and a few were
"We've never really bought
other states on buses, trains or from hospital burn units. As of plywood. but it seemed like
last evening. none of the
aircraft.
maybe we'd better do it this
Power outages caused by patients had died during the
time," said Miley, 43, who had
evacuation.
Gustav forced officials to trans- recent
also booked hotel reservations
in Columbia, S.C., in case her
family needed to evacuate.
The National Hurricane
to the public are varied accord- Center predicted Hannah would
While the Lowes have a duce is in season.
"It's going to explode," said ing to individual need, said most likely come ashore as a
steady customer base through
the Farmers Market of Murray- Lowe. "As we go along, more Lowe. As the program develops hurricane between Friday and
Calloway County. they have people are becoming conscious working shares will be available Saturday somewhere between
where people can work at the the east coast of Florida and the
seen a greater need in Calloway of what they're eating."
A lot of CSA programs are faim and harvest their own veg- North Carolina coast. Forecasts
County and are working to fill
that need through Community centered in urban areas where etables at a reduced rate.
Tuesday showed the storm mak"They're set up to be flexi- ing landfall near the Georgiathere's no land to farm, said
Supported Agriculture (CSA).
ble," said Lowe. "More and South Carolina border
The CSA program allows Lowe.
"When people buy local more people want to get their
participants to pay an upfront
Hanna was packing winds of
fee in March or April and each foods, they're putting back in hands dirty."
65 mph Tuesday evening as it
For more information, call drifted over the Bahamas. But
week after that they're guaran- the community," said Lowe.
The shares that are available 436-2962.
teed a portion of whatever prothe Hurricane Center said it
could intensify back to hurricane strength Wednesday, when
the storm was expected to turn
to the northwest.
Local emergency officials toi
Savannah and surrounding
Chatham County urged residents to have an evacuation plan
ready. But no decisions on vol•7 Passenger fold Flat Seating +0- Refrigerated Console
untary or mandatory evacua• DVD Entertainment • Ford SYNC Audio & Communication
tions were expected before
Wednesday.
• Reverse Camera • IS" Wheels
Ken Davis, spokesman for
• DVD Navigation • 241DPG
the
Emergency
Georgia
Management Agency, said
Hanna's unpredictable path
made it "a pretty difficult storm"
for planners to gauge whether to
order evacuations with just a
day or two left to decide.
"We're getting closer and
closer to the point where decisions have to be made," Davis
said. "It's a fine line between
calling an evacuation and crying
wolf."

Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal
said he won two promises from
the federal government that will
ease Louisiana's recovery: the
White House approved his
"major disaster" declaration
request, allowing residents of 34
parishes to receive federal funding for housing and recovery,
and a strategic oil reserve will
be opened to help reverse a
severe shortage of fuel, particularly in south Louisiana.
Initial inspections showed little damage to the Gulf Coast's
extensive oil and gas installations, though resumption of production and refining could still
take a few days. Reflecting confidence the industry suffered little damage. oil prices fell $5.75
a barrel.
Some were ready to celebrate, Big Easy style.
In the fishing village of Jean
Lafitte, about 25 miles south of
New Orleans, the mayor finally
relaxed with a seafood boil of
shrimp, corn and potatoes after
three days of working on a temporary levee of two miles.
"Like the storm, I'm done,"
said Mayor Tim Kerner, trying
to hold open his heavy, sleepdeprived eyes. "We kept the
town dry.There was no major partying
on New Orleans' Bourbon
Street, though.
Few businesses were open,
including grocers or gas stations. But there were signs of
recovery. Utility workers, conand
government
tractors

Many oil companies were flying over offshore sites Tuesday
checking for any obvious damage from Hurricane Gustav More
detailed inspections will follow in the coming days
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Townerier
NOTICE

701 Main Street •(270) 753-5273• www.parkerford.com

• The City of Murray
Citizen Advisory Committee
will meet Tuesday, Sept. 9, at
7 p.m. at City Hall to begin
discussion on updates to the
land use element of the city's
comprehensive plan. The
meeting is open to the public.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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•GOP hails ...

Michael Wayne Wyatt
Michael Wayne Wyatt, 49, Dexter, died Tuesday. Sept. 2, 2008,
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was born
June 11, 1959. in Gary, Ind. Survivors include his wife, Connie Faye
Cleaver Wyatt, to whom he was married March 26, 1982, and one
son. Brandon Wyatt, Dexter. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made at www.yorkiuneralhome.com.

Tony Lee Stroup
Terry Lee Stroup, 36, Benton, died Sunday, Aug. 31, 2008. His
death was from injuries sustained in an ATV accident.
An ASC mechanic. he was a laborer with Swift Roofing of
Murray and was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include his wife. Deana Bedwell Stoup, and one son,
Timothy Lee Stroup. Benton; his father, A.B. Stroup, Calhoun City,
Miss.; his mother, Dorothy Birdsong Stroup, Reidland; one sister,
Jamie Ellen Henson, Hardin; several nieces and nephews. The
funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Rev_ Larry Hawkins will officiate. Visitation will be
at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Muds A. Burkeen
Mrs. Roxie A. Burkeen, 81, Murray, Ky.. formerly of Nashville.
Tenn., died Monday, Sept. I, 2008, at Spring Creek Health Care,
Murray. She was a member of Brush Hill Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Nashville.
She was married Jan. 5, 1947, to Johnny Burkeen. who died Nov.
24, 1984. Born Dec. 3, 1926, in Calloway County, Ky., she was the
daughter of the late 011ie Workman and Susie Marshall Workman.
Also preceding her in death were two brothers, Clayton and Samuel
Workman, and two sisters. Marelle Loafman and Sue Vinson.
Survivors include two sons, David Burkeen and wife, Lea. and
Danny Burkeen and wife, Pat, five grandchildren, Jacki, Kellea,
Brian, Nathan and Cassie; one great-grandchild, Greenley. all of the
Nashville area; two sisters. Mary Jo Donch, Murray, and Dorris
Hopkins, Brownsfield, Mich.: three sisters-in-law, Ola James,
Nashville. and Mary Outland and Euple Lee and husband. Bob, all
of Almo; two brothers-in-law, J.B. Burkeen and wife. Jo, and Jackie
Burkeen and wife, Shirley, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Forest Lawn
Funeral Home, 1150 Dickerson, Goodlettsville, Tenn. Pastor Buddy
Russell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Forest Lawn
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. Thursday and after 11 a.m. Friday.

Tony Earl Whitley

Whitley

V‘edriesday, September 3, 2008• 3A

The funeral for Terry Earl Whitley was today
(Wednesday; at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Charlie Canup officiated. Burial was in the Marshall County Memory
Gardens. Benton.
Mr. Whitley. 51, Benton, died Monday, Sept. I,
2008, at his home. An Army veteran, he was
employed at Briggs and Stratton. Murray.
Preceding him in death were one grandson, Scott
Harris, one brother, Roger Whitley, and his parents, William Whitley and Betty Smith Whitley.
Survivors include his wife, Kay Whitley, one
daughter, Barbie Harris and husband. Michael, and
,three grandchildren, Cassie. Lexie and Abby Harris,
all of Benton; two brothers, Ricky Whitley and wife,
Dianne. Burna, and Mike Whitley and wife,
Marlene, Benton.

Jerry Don Doom
The funeral for Jerry Don Doom was Sunday at 4 p.m in the
chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Dale
Crabtree and Rev. Jim Glover officiated. Burial was in the Baker
Cemetery. Symsonia.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Dream Factory. P.O.
Box 2333. Paducah. KY 42002-2333.
Mr. Doom,67, Kevil, died Friday. Aug. 29, 2008, at 2:10 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. A cement mason. he was a member of
Masonry Union Local #I35 and of the House of Prayer and a volunteer for the Dream Factory. He was the son of the late Tollie Carl
Doom and Pearl Daisey Crenshaw Doom. Survivors include his
wife. Rose Hall Doom;two daughters, Donna Hopkins, Murray. and
Brandi Little. Benton; two sisters, Judy Vinson, Mayfield, and
Gwen Underwood. Paducah; one brother. James Lee Doom, Hawaii;
11 grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Mary Brooks Harrison Walker
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Brooks Harrison Walker was today
(Wednesday) at II a.m. at First United Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Rev. Steve Bruns officiated. Entombment was in the Highland Park
Mausoleum, Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 214 S. 8th St., Mayfield, KY 42066, Alzheimer's
Association, Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter. 3703
Taylorsville Rd., Ste. 102, Louisville. KY 40220-1310, or the charity of one's choice.
Mrs. Walker, 86, Mayfield, died Sunday, Aug. 31, 2008, at 5:50
p.m. at Mills Health & Rehab Center, Mayfield. She was a member
of First United Methodist Church of Mayfield and the Fellowship
Circle of the church. She was an active volunteer with the Girl
Scouts of America. American Red Cross, Blood Mobile, Jackson
Purchase Hospita: Auxiliary and the Mayfield City School System.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Ed Walker and her
parents, Ray and Vera Watkins Harrison. Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Sharon Walker Howard, and one brother, John
Marshall Harrison, both of Mayfield; one grandchild; one greatgrandchild.

From Front
"Democrats present a history-making nominee for president. History making in that he
is the most liberal, most inexperienced nominee ever to run for
president.” Thompson said as
delegates roared their agreement.
Like Lieberman, Thompson
described Palm n as a political
maverick in the McCain mold.
Thompson delivered a panic ularly sharp defense of the
Alaska governor. She is -from a
small town, with small town
values, but that's not good
enough for those folks who are
attacking her and her family."
He said Mc-Cain's decision to
place her on the ticket "has the
other side and their friends in
the media in a state of panic."
Other Republicans — delegates and luminaries alike —
also defended Palm, who disclosed on Monday that her 17year-old unmarried daughter is
pregnant. In addition, a lawyer
has been hired to represent the
governor in an ethics-related
controversy back home in
Alaska.
Conservatives, slow to warm
to McCain even after he
clinched the nomination last
spring, were particularly supportive.
haven't seen anything that
comes out about her that in any
way troubles me or shakes my
confidence in her," said former
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee,
who ran unsuccessfully for the
party's presidential nomination
this year.
"All it has done for me is say
she is a human person with a
real family."

AP
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, I-Conn., speaks during the
Republican National Convention in St. Paul, Minn., Tuesday.
And Ron Nehnng, chairman
of the California state party, said
video footage of Palm n on a firing range was helping her cause.
-The reports I'm getting back
is that every time they show that
footage we get 1,0(X) precinct
walkers from the NRA," he told
members of his state's delegation, to laughter. "She cuts taxes
and shoots moose. That's Gov.
Palin," Nehring said.
Thompson jabbed at Obama
on abortion, as well.
"We need a president who
doesn't think that the protection
of the unborn or a newly born
baby is above his pay grade," he
said in prepared remarks, referring to a recent episode in which
McCain's White House rival
said it was "above my pay
grade" to decide the point at
which an unborn child is entitled to rights.
There were indications that
Republicans thought they could
turn Palin-related controversy to

McCain's gain. Officials said
Levi Johnston. the 18-year-old
father of the baby Bristol Palin
is expecting, was en route to the
convention from his home in
Wasilla, Alaska.
McCain's wife, Cindy. took
in the evening program from a
VIP box. So, too. former
President George H.W. Bush,
accompanied by his wife
Barbara.
Bush scrapped a planned
Monday night speech because
of the threat Hurricane Gustav
posed to New Orleans. With
polls making it clear the nation
is ready for a change, the
McCain campaign indicated
there was no reason for him to
make the trip to St. Paul.
The president referred to the
years of torture McCain endured
as a prisoner of war. Then Bush
added, "If the Hanoi Hilton
could not break John McCain's
resolve to do what is best for his
country. you can be sure the

angry left never will."
"As president he will stand
up to the high tax crowd in
Congress .. and lift the ban for
drilling on America's offshore
oil." Bush added.
handed
Republicans
Lieberman the prime spot in the
evening lineup, and he blended
praise for McCain ss ith criticism
of Mama.
"When others wanted to
retreat in defeat from the field of
battle. when Barack ()barna was
voting to cut off funding for our
troops on the ground, John
McCain had the courage to
stand against the tide of public
opinion," the Connecticut
Democratic-turned-independent
senator said in excerpts released
in advance of his speech.
The decision to place
Lieberman out front on the convention's second night cappecl
an unprecedented political
migration. Only eight years ago.
he stood before a cheering;
throng at the Democratic 4.
National Convention in Los-.
Angeles and accepted the nomination as Al Gore's runnin&
mate.
In the years since, he lost.
badly in 2004 when he sought::
the Democratic presidential!.
nomination, lost a DemocratiC7
nomination for a new term at
home in Connecticut in 2006.
then recovered quickly to win
re-election as an independent.
Back in the Senate, his vote
allows the Democrats to com,
mand a narrow majority, yet he
has been one of the most outspoken supporters of the war in
Iraq. He has traveled widely
with McCain in recent months,
and occasionally has angered
Democrats with remarks critical
of °barna.

Campaign money hurts
Palin's outsider image
WASHINGTON (AP) —
GOP vice presidential pick
Sarah Palin accepted at least
$4,500 in campaign contributions in the same fundraising
scheme at the center of a public
corruption scandal that led to the
indictment of Sen. Ted Stevens.
The contributions, made during Palin's failed 2002 bid to
become Alaska's lieutenant governor, were not illegal for her to
accept. But they show how
Palin, a self-proclaimed champion for clean government, has
been part of an Alaska political
system that is now under the
cloud of an ongoing FBI investigation.
It's the latest in a string of
revelations that raise questions
about whether John McCain's
presidential campaign had sufficiently investigated the background of Palin, 44, a littleknown governor new to the
national stage. Palin stunned
delegates at the GOP convention
Monday when she announced
through the McCain campaign
that her unmarried 17-year-old
daughter, Bristol. is five months
pregnant.
With the convention still
abuzz, the list of potentially
embarrassing details grew
Tuesday:
• Palm n sought pork-barrel
projects for her city and state,
contrary to her reformist image.
husband
once
• Her
belonged to a fringe political
group in Alaska with some
members supporting succession
from the United States.
• A private attorney is
authorized to spend $95,000 to
defend her against accusations

of abuse of
power.
• She has
acknowledged
smoking marijuana in the
past.
S And this:
Bristol Palin's
boyfriend.
Levi Johnston,
PaIln
plans to join
the family of the Republican
vice presidential candidate at the
GOP convention, the boy's
mother said. He left Alaska on
Tuesday morning to join the
Palin family in St. Paul. Minn.
Defending his choice and the
team that helped pick her.
McCain said Tuesday "the vetting process was completely
thorough." Campaign advisers
at the convention in St. Paul,
Minn., said Palin filled out a survey with 70 questions including:
Have you ever paid for sex?
Have you been faithful in your
marriage? Have you ever used
or purchased drugs? Have you
ever downloaded pornography?
McCain's aides maintained
that Palm n was a finalist from the
start.
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WE'RE BACK IN MURRAY!

Singer-actor Jerry Reed dies at the age of 71
As a singer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Jerry Reed, a singer who in the 1970s
early
became a good or boy actor in and
car chase movies like "Smokey 1980s, Reed
and the Bandit," has died of had a stnng of
that
complications from emphysema hits
at 71. His longtime booking included
agent, Carrie Moore-Reed, no "Amos
relation to the star, said Reed Moses,"
"When You're
died early Monday.
You're
"He's one of the greatest Hot,
Reed
"East
entertainers in the world. That's Hot,"
the way I feel about him," Bound and Down,""She Got the
Goldmine (I Got the Shaft)" and
Moore-Reed said.
Nashville "The Bird."
BMG
Sony
In the mid-1970s, he began
Chairman Joe Galante called
Reed a larger-than-life personal- acting in movies such as
"Smokey and the Bandit" with
ity.
"Everything about Jerry was Burt Reynolds, usually as a
distinctive: his guitar playing, good of boy. But he was an
writing, voice and especially his ornery heavy in "Gator," directsense of humor," Galante said. ed by Reynolds, and a hateful
1998's
"The
in
"I was honored to have worked coach
Adam
Waterboy," starring
with him."
Reed's catalog of country Sandler. Reynolds gave him a
chart hits, from 1967 through shiny black 1980 Trans Am like
1983, were released under the the one they used in "Smokey
and the Bandit."
label group's RCA imprint.

Reed and Kns Kristofferson
paved the way for Nashville
music personalities to make
inroads into films. Dolly Parton.
Willie Nelson and Kenny
Rogers (TV movies) followed
their lead.
"I went around the corner to
motion pictures," he said in a
1992 AP interview.
Reed had quadruple bypass
surgery in June 1999. Born in
Atlanta, Reed learned to play
guitar at age 8 when his mother
bought him a $2 guitar and
showed him how to play a Gchord. He dropped out of high
school to tour with Ernest Tubb
and Faron Young. At 17, he
signed his first recording contract, with Capitol Records.
He moved to Nashville in the
mid-1960s where he caught the
eye of Chet Atkins. He first
established himself as a songwriter. Elvis Presley recorded
two of his songs. "U.S. Male"
and "Guitar Man.-
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Henley, Napier
plan is right on
money for Ky.
State Representatives Melvin Henley. a Democrat and Lonnie Napier, a Republican, have stumbled onto a great way of
saving the state millions of dollars from welfare fraud and
at the same time making sure help gets in the hands of
those who truly need it; drug testing welfare recipients and
applicants.
Last year, both lawmakers proposed a
broader ranging piece of legislation in HB
190 which called for random drug testing
of all recipients and applicants of welfare.
The bill wasn't taken seriously and never
gained traction. It also faced a constitutional precedent in Michigan. A similar
law was struck down by the Michigan
Supreme Court. but there was a caveat.
The court said that they would consider
(*NON the law again if it had a clause requiring
By Leland
"probable cause" before administering drug
Conway
tests. So, Henley and Napier went back to
Conservative the drawing board and are now pushing
edge.com
the Kentucky version again with the reviEditor
sion. (HB 15)
I like the old one better. but I'll take
this version as a step in the right direction.
Much of the pushback comes from welfare recipients and
politicians who love giving taxpayer dollars away. Both
groups claim that taking away any benefits at all would
"hurt the children" or be an "invasion of privacy."
In reality, such a program would actually benefit children
more. If parents are using welfare checks to buy drugs,
then the children aren't getting the help they need in the
first place. By contrast, such a law may actually encourage
drug addicts who are parents to quit, thereby creating a
much better atmosphere in which to raise children. The
state could start a rehab program for addicts who are serious
about quitting and welfare benefits could be put into a trust
administered by social case workers. They would be able to
make sure that children's needs were being met while their
parents were in rehab. It would be much cheaper to
encourage people to break the trappings of addiction than to
send checks for years on end without requiring anything in
return.
The privacy. argument falls short as well. Many people
in the private sector have to submit to random drug tests
from their employers. As a conservative bordering on libertarian I am all for privacy. But when someone who could
otherwise be employed becomes a ward of the state, they no
longer maintain the same right to privacy regarding their
finances. Their sustenance is now coming from our tax dollars and as such we have a right to demand accountability.
If someone wants privacy, then they should support themselves.
Other plogiams similar this one have proven effective in
saving taxpayer dollars while making sure that welfare assistance gets into the hands of those who actually need it. In
San Diego they have a program called "Project 100%"
Which sends social workers to the homes of applicants to
Make sure that they are being truthful. (Applicants do not
14iow when they are coming, otherwise what's the point?)
Some couples were deliberately not getting married. while
having more kids in order to qualify for more government
aid. Others were simply lying about their assets and dependants. Early on, this program faced similar complaints to
the proposed Kentucky law. Still, officials went forward and
the controversial program has saved the taxpayers of San
Oiego millions of dollars.
If Frankfort wants to get serious about saving the state
money, they need to support Rep. Melvin Henley and Lonnie
Napier's legislation. Unless they simply favor throwing taxpayer money away for the fun of it, 1 cannot see why they
would be against this idea.

MY

Leland Conway is executive editor of www.conservativeedge.com and host of "The Pulse of Lexington" on
6.30WL4P. You can reach him for comment at
Leland@wlap.com.
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'Salt' celebrates workers' stories
As a kid growing up on
the banks of the Kankakee
River, Jeff Manes worked his
first job on his hands and
knees, tending to fields of
flowers owned by Greek
immigrants. He also earned
pocket change baling hay
and helping to castrate hogs.
Manes comes from a long
line of hard workers. His
grandfather, Vito, emigrated
from Italy when he was 10
years old and became a pipefitters apprentice. He provided for his family until the
Great Depression of 1929
when, jobless and with few
prospects, he took his last
$300 and purchased about 36
acres in Lake Village, Indiana. Though advertised as a
chicken farm, it was "a busted down shack in the
woods." according to Jeff,
but it is where his father
grew up.
Jeff's father worked in
steel mills all his life, ending up as a nrielter foreman.
Jeff followed in his father's
footsteps, and went to the
mill when he was 20. He
sought an apprenticeship in
welding at a coke plant,
"because no one wanted to
go there." He became a battery top welder, a perilous,
grueling duty. He saw coworkers die on the job, and
could have lost his own life
too.
-1 don't know if 1 was
lucky or unlucky," he admits,
-but two or three times I
was within a couple of feet

from where
buddies of
mine got
killed."
Once an
oxygen line
exploded,
and Jeff
ran in one
direction,
two friends
in the
Main Sired other.
"I
By C-onstance was
a pallAlexander
bearer in
Local
that funerColumnist
al," he
recalls.
As a union rep. Jeff sat
in on fatality investigations.
One he cannot forget
involved buddies who were
killed on the job. The foreman, another friend. was
blamed for the accident.
"They hammered on him,
this hourly foreman," Jeff
explains. "A couple weeks
later, on the midnight shift,
he hung himself in the plant,
not far from where the guys
died."
Jeffs frustrations with the
job grew. After 27 years in
the mill, he got fired, losing
his pension and benefits, but
the potential crisis turned
into the opportunity of a
lifetime.
Manes had started writing
in January, 2000. "sort of
because of the millennium."
He penned fact-based fiction.
with encouragement from
writing workshops sponsored
by the Institute for Career

Development, part of the
collective bargaining agreement between the United
Steelworkers and It steel
companies.
Writing. Jeff discovered,
was his passion. Working
people were his heroes.
Against stiff odds, he managed to put those two things
together to make a living.
Buoyed by encouragement
from the union and one of
his writing teachers. Jeff got
the guts to walk into a
small weekly newspaper, The
Lowell Tribune, to apply for
a job as a reporter. He was
assigned to write about
sports in the region, especially cross country. After a
month, he sought to expand
his duties. He pitched the
idea of writing a column
called "Salt," featuring interviews with people who
worked for a living.
The newspaper editor said,
"Naw. We're not that kind
of paper," but the editor's
wife saw it a little differently.
Jeff Manes started writing
"Salt- in December, 2004,
and now his column runs in
three papers, The Lowell Tribune. The Post Tribune and
Cedar Lake Journal.
-Oh, man," Jeff declares,
"I'm writing full time, doing
what I love. I started out
starving. I'm a freelancer. I
only get paid for what I
produce. No benefits. But I
work out of my house. I got
my own little world.-

Though he calls it a
-tough gig- Jeff's clearly
found his calling. His interviews leap off the page, featuring voices that are resonant and realistic, unvarnished and vibrant.
As a freelancer. Jeff also
makes time for other creative
outlets, including acting.
The most memorable role so
far was as Lefty, a union
organizer. The play dramatized events surrounding the
Memorial Day Massacre of
1937. when Chicago police
opened fire on union
marchers and killed ten of
them.
Writer Studs Terkel, one
of Jeff's all-time heroes, was
in the audience. Afterwards,
Terkel pointed to the program and asked, "Who's this
Jeff Manes guy? He's pretty
good." The two met, and
Jeff Manes has a photo capturing that momentous honor.
Terkel reserved the highest
praise for the work: "It's my
kind of play. Not a yuppie
in the house."
Read -Salt" online at
http:/lwwwTosttrib.cominews/manes/index.htm

1.

Read Main Street online
at WNW.murrayledgercom.
For the month of September.
Main Street columns will be
devoted to working. If you
have story ideas or suggestions, contact the columnist
directly at constancealexander@newwavecomm.net.

Historical Evidence
Every semester I talk with my students about the sources used by historians to write history or to determine
what happened in history. We discuss
primary documents (eye-witness or firsthand accounts), such as letters and
diaries and oral histories, and we disacuss secondary works (second-hand
accounts), such as textbooks and monographs. My students often tell me that
they prefer pnmary sources, because
there is a power. an authenticity, contained in a primary source, often missing in dry textbooks and secondary
works of history. We also discuss,
however, how secondary accounts provide context and perspective, qualities
that primary sources cannot provide.
Historians sometimes argue whether
history is the event itself or merely the
recording of the event. We've all
heard about the old dilemma. "If a tree
falls in the woods, and nobody was
there to hear it, did it make a sound?"
Well. whacky historians ask the question, "If a tree falls in the woods, and
nobody was there to record it, did it
really fall, did it really happen?" You
answer, "Yes." The historian then asks,
"Well, how do you know?" "There is
a tree on the ground," you respond.
"Ati," returns the historian, "there is a
recording of the fallen tree after all."
These records, these sources, this
evidence., aw the raw thaseroak with
which historians work. Students of history must consult the evidence, and the
existing evidence is all we have to
Dieca smaisr iht alagf .4111 this path

We also discuss how students of history only have access to a fraction of
the story. Think of all the records that
have not survived. That fallen tree for
example, will eventually rot and turn to
dust. During the Civil War, burning
courthouses destroyed marriage licenses.
deeds, and other valuable historical documents. Today, with the demise of the
art of letter-writing, unsaved emails
mean the loss of millions of daily
human communications.
With the unavailability of so much
evidence sometimes historians just
throw up their empty hands, admitting
that there is simply not enough extant
evidence to make an educated guess as
to what really happened. Let's face it;
sometimes historians just make things
up.
G. K. Chesterton wrote about such a
case in "The Everlasting Man." "The
other day," he wrote, "a scientific summary of the state of a prehistoric tribe
began confidently with the words,
'They wore no clothes.— "Not one
reader in a hundred," Chesterton said,
"probably stopped to ask himself how
we should come to know whether
clothes had once been worn by people
of whom everything has perished except
a few chips of bone and stone."
According to Chesterton. "it was
doubtless hoped that we should find a
stone hat as well as a stone hatchet.
It was evidently anticipated that we
might discover an everlasting pair of
arthasers. • . But to persons of a less

sanguine temperament
it will be immediately
apparent that people
might wear simple garments. or even highly
ornamental garments.
without leaving any
more traces of them
than these people have
left." Chesterton concluded that "it is not
liway
and
contended here that
these primitive men
By James
did wear clothes any
Duane Bolin
more than they did
Ledger & Times
weave rushes; but
Columnist
merely. that we have
not enough evidence to know whether
they did or not."
Sometimes, the honest hictonan must
admit that there is just not have
enough evidence to know. We just
don't know. For the great historian
and writer. Barbara Tuchman (19121989). we must only rely on the evi- •
dence we have available to us. "I am
content to define history," she wrote.
"as the events of which we have
knowledge and refrain from worrying
about those of which we have none-until, that is. some archeologist digs
them up."
Duane Bolin teaches in the Depart.
men: of Histon. in Murray State Universitv Contact him at
duarierbolin@murraystate.edu
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Liver disease in children
is latest risk of obes
TRENTON. NJ. 1API — In a new and disturb- rare among Atrican-Amemans. and more com.
ing twist on the obesity epidemic. some over- mon among boys than girls
weight teenagers have severe liver damage caused
-There are people in their 30s or early 40s that
by too much body fat, and a handful have needed will rewire a liver transplant- from developing
liver transplants.
the condition AS a kid. predicts Dr. Jose Derdoy.
Many more may need a new liver by their 30s head of liver transplants at Cardinal Glennon
or 40s. say experts warning that pediatricians need Children's Medical Center in St. Louis. He's treatto be more vigilant. The condition, which can lead ed a 15-year-old. 530-pound boy and many others
to cirrhosis and liver failure or liver cancer, is with the condition.
being seen in kids in the United States, Europe.
Experts blame obesity, with about two-thirds of
Australia and even
Americans
all
some developing
overweight. Wit
countries, accordfatty liver disea
ing to a surge of
mort:
Experts estimate 2 to 5 percent ol American ch*Oren over age 5 becoming
recent
medical
common in adults.'
have nonaicoholic tatty liver disease - learty all of them
studies and doctors
oi
many experts(pLe
significantly overweight
interviewed
by
dict it will bee
Progression of fatty
The
Associated
Cells are niured
the top cause
liver disease
organ hardens and
Press.
liver transplanti;
,5
reduces
sae
Liver can be scan ed
The American
by 2020.
witon 10 to 15 rears
Liver falkye or Nye,
Liver Foundation
"There aren
cancer
can
follow
Lore( enlarges with
and other experts
enough livers to
'at depOSOS scar
Cirrhosis
Healthy
estimate 2 percent
go around," says
tissue forms
to 5 percent of
Dr.
Philip
American children
Rosenthal of the
over age 5. nearly
University
of
all of them obese
California-San
Cleans blood of
may need
or
overweight,
Francisco•
bectena, RUM and
new lover by
other to.egn pricier
have the condition,
Children's
thee 30e or 40s
called
Hospital.
nonalcoAl
SOURCES Arrencan
Foundraon AF feportng
holic fatty liver
His
patient.
disease.
Irving Shaffino.
"It's clearly the most common cause of liver 15-year-old Mexican-American who lives outside
disease" said Dr. Ronald Sokol, head of public Lubbock. Texas, was lucky to get a transplant a
policy at the liver foundation and a liver specialist year ago. He was in end-stage cirrhosis and. at 5at Children's Hospital and University of Colorado feet-4 1/2. weighed 180 pounds.
Denver.
Irving had been fat since age 6. thanks to a
Some experts think as many as 10 percent of all high-starch, high-fat diet of Mexican food, pizza
children and half of those who are obese may suf- and burgers, said his mother, Guadetupe Shaffino.,
fer from it, but note that few are given the simple At age 8, she said, he had a distended stomach and
blood test that can signal its presence. A biopsy is by his early teens, breathing problems kept him
the only sure way to diagnose this disease.
tethered to an oxygen tank at home.
As fat builds up. the liver can become inflamed
Without health insurance, the family couldn't
and then scatred over time, leading to cirrhosis, a find a local hospital that would do a transplant.
serious condition, which in years past was mostly
"My son begged me, 'Don't let me die.
caused by hepatitis or drinking too much alcohol. Mommy,'so I did everything in my power to find*
Liver failure or liver cancer can follow, but if cir- a place to help him. Thanks be to God, we found •
rhosis has not yet developed, fatty liver disease a way," said Guadelupe Shaflino, a restaurant
can be reversed through weight loss.
cook.
The disease is most common in overweight
UCSF Children's Hospital, with money from a
children with belly fat and certain warning signs, state health program, agreed to do the transplant..
such as diabetes or cholesterol or heart problems. Rosenthal, who oversees the hospital's pediatric •
However, it's been seen in a few children of nor- liver transplant program, took over care of Irving.
mal weight.
The doctor said without a new liver Irving would
Genetics, diet and exercise level all play a role. have died, maybe within months.
It is most prevalent among Hispanics. relatively
"He was in bad shape." said Rosenthal.

Young, obese and at risk of disease

MCCH photo
COMMUNITY COMMIT TO QUIT: Pictured is Dr. Kanchan Koirala, a pulmonologist, speaking to community members at the Community Commit to Quit Seminar held on Aug. 26 at the
Center for Health and Wellness. Dr. Koirala discussed the effects of tobacco use in preparation of Murray-Calloway County Hospital going tobacco tree on Jan. 1. Koirala is a physician
at the Murray Medical Associates practice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Smallpox vaccine tested in Ky.
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
University
of
Kentucky
researchers are studying the
safety of a new smallpox vaccine as part of a national program to develop medications
that would protect U.S. citizens
against a terrorist attack involving biological agents.
The study is being conducted
at II sites M the U.S. and
Mexico, but it doesn't involve
the smallpox virus, which is
highly contagious and was eradicated through vaccination.
Unlike the current vaccine.
which leaves a pocklike scar. the
prospective
one
called
Imvamune is injected. It contains a non-replicating version
of the vaccinia virus, which scientists believe will make it safer
than the current vaccine.
The study is examining how
people who have chronic

inflammatory skin conditions
such as eczema react to the new
medication.
"It's going to help the United
States and the world," said Dr.
Richard Greenberg, who studies
infectious diseases and is leading the research at the
University of Kentucky.
The current vaccine delivers
the live virus vaccinia with a
series of pricks. It can cause
serious, even life-threatening
conditions in people with atopic
dermatitis, as the skin conditions are called.
'rhe
U.S.
government
stepped up its vaccination
research program after the Sept.
II. 2001. terrorist attacks, even
though the last U.S. case of
smallpox was in 1949 and the
last reported case anywhere was
in 1977 in Somalia.
immunization
Civilian

against the disease in the U.S.
stopped in 1972, although soldiers are now vaccinated.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates that for every 1 million
people vaccinated, one or two
may die and others will have
serious side effects.
In the study of the new vaccine, healthy volunteers, those
with atopic dermatitis, and those
with a history of atopic dermatitis will be vaccinated. Their
immune reaction will be measured through blood tests, and
side effects will be tracked in a
journal.
Because smallpox no longer
exists naturally. scientists have
no way of proving that a vaccine
like lmvamune works in
humans. They can only measure
the immune response.
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PAIN TODAY!
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Our annual Childbirth

Fair is
the perfect stop on your journey
to parenthood. Whether you're
already pregnant,just thinking about
it, or have recendy welcomed
a little one to your family.
Western Baptist's Childbirth
Fair is a fun and informative stop.
Meet our team ofexperts who can
answer your questions, and tour the
Birthing Center and OB suites.
Learn about our StorkCentral
classes and programs.

Safe Painless Procedure for
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• Disc Herniation
• Neck Pain
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• Headache
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Dictionary Project has bedding
received dictionaries to
distribute to students
In the six years since its
inception in 2002, The Dictiobased
in
Project,
nary
Charleston. S.C., has experienced sponsor donations of
nearly 8.2 million dictionaries
to elementary school students,
with over 2.3 million donated
in 2007.
The goal of The Dictionary
Project is to "prepare students

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley
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305 South 12th
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to complete the school year as
good writers, active readers
and creative thinkers through
use of their own personal dictionary." The Project further
considers that "reading is a
highly important skill.. .the
starting point for economic and
social opportunities the world
has to offer."
The Murray Rotary Club
has been a sponsor of the Di,
tionary Project for the past
four years, having distributed
in that time over 1,600 dictionaries to all fourth grade
students in Murray and Calloway County. This includes
East, North and Southwest elementary schools of the Calloway County School District,
Murray Middle School and
Eastwood Christian Academy.
This has become an annual project of the Rotary Club's
Community Service activities.
The dictionaries (338) for this
fifth year have been received
and will be distributed by Rotarians to the fourth grade students during the first part of
September.

Alcoholics
anonymous
lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615
South 12th St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday,4 p.m., closed,
no smoking, 8 p.m., open meeting, smoking; Monday, 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking, 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m.
closed, non smoking: Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no smoking,6 p.m., closed, ladies meeting, smoking 8 p.m., open,
smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Friday, 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Saturday, 10
a.m.. open, non-smoking,8 p.m.
open, non-smoking, speaker
meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.

29th Annual Ladies'Day 2008
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky
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Special Olympics Bowling
Team will meet Thursday
Special Olympics Bowling Team will have
an informational meeting on Thursday at
6 p.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. Special
Olympics is the world's largest program
of sports training competition for children
(ages 8 and older) and adults with mental disabilities.
All persons interested in participating
or who have a friend or family member
who might like to participate are encourJo's
to attend this meeting. For more
Datebook aged
contact Coaches Laura Miller
information
Burkeen
By Jo
or Chuck Williams at 293293-9054
at
Community
9552.
Editor

Purchase Area Chapter to meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. All retirees
of the Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle. Fulton, Hickman, Graves.
Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky State Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Locust Grove plans meetings
Locust Grove Baptist Church will hold two free preview
nights for Dave Ramsey's Financial peace University on Thurs,
day and Monday at 6 p.m. with light refreshments being pro
vided. Financial Peace University is a 13 week video based
course that teaches families how to beat debt, build wealth and
give like never before.

Shrine Club will meet

Kelley and Warner
Lindsey Marie Kelley and Spencer Lee Warner, both of
Greenwood. S.C., were married Saturday. Aug. 30, 2008. at 5
p.m. at First Mt. Moriah Baptist Church. Rev. H. Bryant Sims
of Greenwood, officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Ladd and Lynn Kelley of
Greenwood. She is the granddaughter of Roy and Anne Logan
of Fulton, Ky., Mary Armstrong and the late Dick Armstrong
of Mayfield, Ky., Larry and Faye Kelley of Waverly. Tenn.;
and the late Anita Kelley of South Fulton, Tenn.
The bride is a graduate of Greenwood High School and a
December 2008 candidate for graduation from Lander University.
The groom-elect is the son of George and Sharon Warner
of Greenwood. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee
of Greenwood, S.C., Jessie Ruth Warner of Greer, S.C., and
the late W.E. Warner of Greenwood, SC. The groom is a graduate of Emerald High School and a 2008 graduate of Clemson University. He is employed with The Lane Construction
Corporation in Orlando. Fla.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marriage
by her parents.
Kasey Uldrick of Greenwood was the maid of honor and
Cason Warner, sister of the groom. was the bridesmaid. Caitlyn Anderson of Greenwood was the lower girl.
Attendants were Jessie Dickert of Batesburg. S.C., and Amanda Elliot of Columbia, S.C.
The bride wore an ivory, strapless tulle and organza A-line
gown with beaded lace and vertical ruffle skirt.
Her bridal bouquet featured a hand tied nosegay of titanic
and orlando shades of pink, eskimo and vendela shades of
white roses accented with pink hydrangeas wrapped with lace
and organza from her mother's wedding dress and grandmother's handkerchief adorned with pearl buttons.
George Ray Warner of Greenwood, the groom's father, was
best man.
The groomsman was Robbie Dean of Greenwood and the
ring bearer was Caleb Anderson of Greenwood.
Ushers were Lake Kelley, brother of the bride, of Greenwood, Russell Henderson of Johnston, S.C., Jason Fulmer of
Newberry. S.C., and Branford Breland of Grays, S.C.
After a wedding trip to Savannah, Ga., the couple will
reside in Orlando. Fla.

Murray shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet
Thursday at 6:30 .m. at the club facilities located on Ky. Hwy.
121 North, Murray. A meal will be served. All members and
prospective members are invited.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
a salad luncheon Thursday at noon at the club house. The
annual scholarship to an outstanding agriculture student will be
awarded.

Class of 1968 plans committee meeting
Calloway County High School Class of 1968 reunion committee will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the law office of
Warren Hopkins at 405 Maple St., Murray, to work on plans
for the 40-year reunion to be Nov. 29 at 7 p.m. at Murray
Country Club. Any class member who wishes to help is wel—
come to attend.

CCHS Cheer Clinic on Saturday
Calloway County High School Cheer Clinic will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the high school gym. This will
be for persons of kindergarten through fifth grade. Instruction
will be given by the school cheerleaders. Registration will start
at 8:343 a.m. The cost will be $30 per child. Each child will
receive a T-shirt, free admission to the high school home football game on Sept. 12, and a chance to cheer one quarter of
the game with the high school cheerleaders.

Cards & Crafts Class planned
Registration for the Creative Cards & Crafts class will be
Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education,
218 South 13th St. The class is open to seventh and eighth
grade students and will be held on Tuesday. Sept. 9, right
after school until 5 p.m. For information call Jean Bennett at
753-4363.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Heart Walk Team plans promotion
Saturday, September 6,2008
9:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m.
ce

Donations requested
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and House Domestic Crisis Center, both of Murray. are partnering up and asking for help with items needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children. Current items need are kitchen
trash bags. toilet paper, paper
towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap. laundry deter-

re

"
ranCSrislian?
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John 15:1-2, 5 & 16
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gent, bleach, cleaning supplies,
towels, washcloths, kitchen
linens, pot holders, alarm clocks
and old cell phones. Items may
be taken to their office at 629
Broad St., Ext., between the
hours of 8 a.m. and noon.
Monday through Thursday.
Both offices are United Way
agencies and located in the
same building. For more information call 761-6802 or 7592373.
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
Catfish & F roig legs Southern Style
Dinners served from 5-8 p.m.

9:00 to 9:30 registration and fellowship
9:30 program
11:00 lunch will be served
lide are prayiny lice/you willcome be with u
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Persons are encouraged to sign up for art classes at the
Murray Art Guild. The fall schedule for adults includes workshops in portraiture, beginning weaving, pine needle baskett
and intro to watercolor. Youth workshops include Messy Fri-:
day for pre-school and adult, After School Art Studio for aget
6 to 9, a multi age Friday Studio, MAG Juniors for ages 10-7
13 and an evening Studio for High School students. Pattici-!
pants in youth classes will work in various 2 and 3D materials while learning basic techniques of arts and design. To register or for additional information contact the Guild at 7534059 or murrayartguildl@murray-ky.net.
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The Murray Bank Heart Walk Team will have a rebate day
at Big Apple Cafe today. Customers are asked to tell your
server or cashier they are there for the team
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Mansfield and Scott

Armstrong and Edwards

Wilford and Williams

Mr. and Mrs. Ben L. Armstrong of Hopkinsville announce
the engagement of their daughter, Amanda Dawn Armstrong,
to William Henry Edwards III, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Edwards 11 of Clinton.
Miss Armstrong is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Outland of Gracey and Mrs. !leen Armstrong and the late
Lomond Armstrong of Hopkinsville.
Mr. Edwards is the grandson of Pal Clark and Mrs. Ruth
Edwards and the late William Henry Edwards of Clinton.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University and is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. She is
employed by Mayfield City Schools.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University and is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is
employed by Mayfield City Schools.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 4. 2008. at 5 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Mayfield.

Richard and Sherry Duncan of Hazel and Charles and Pam
Wilford of Mayfield announce the engagement of their daughter, Deidre Wilford. to Bryan Williams, son of Louie and
Judy Williams of New Concord.
Miss Wilford is the granddaughter of Bill and Jackie Sanzone and Neela Wilford, all of Mayfield.
Mr. Williams is the grandson of Dana and Dora Corey of
New Concord. Willard and Callie Knott of Almo and Sue
Williams and the late Louie Williams Sr. of New Concord.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed by Advance Auto Parts.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed by Swift Roofing.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. I I. 2008. at 2 p.m.
at Outdoors Bailey Cemetery Road, New Concord.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Lynn and Jana Mansfield of West Paducah announce the
engagement of their daughter. Sara Elizabeth Mansfield, to
Justin Glenn Scott, son of Bobby and Debbie Scott of Dawson Springs.
Miss Mansfield is the granddaughter of Wilma and Martha
Newberry and Sue Mansfield and the late Norman Mansfield,
all of West Paducah.
Mr. Scott is the grandson of Nick and Elizabeth Smith of
Princeton and Oma Scott and the late Wiliam Scott of Dawson Springs.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Heath High School
and earned a bachelor's degree in communication disorders in
2006 and a master's degree in speech language pathology in
2008, both from Murray State University. She is a speech language pathologist at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Dawson Springs
High School and earned a bachelor's degree in mathematics
and secondary education in 2003 and a master's degree in
school administration in 2007, both from Murray State University. He is the assistant principal of Murray Middle School.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. I I,
2008, at 1:30 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church, Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Angels Attic
wants clothing
and rags for
special project
Any person having used
clothing or linens that you
have been embarrassed to
donate to Angels Attic, located at 972 Chestnut Si., Murray, there is a win-win solution.
The store is now able to recyck these items and thus provide additional funds for the
operation of Angels Clinic. Just
label the donations, "rags" and
the Attic will recycle them,
rather than have them stay in
your closets or eventually end
up in a landfill.
Angels Attic continues to
pick up unsold yard sale items
and other donations. Call 7620505 to schedule a pick up of
items.
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Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
• Ramada
Al! KY State Parks
• and more

HERITAGE BANK GOES TO BAT FOR YOU EVERY DAY WITH GREAT PRODUCTS AND OUTSTANDING
CUSTOMER SERVICE! •

HERE'S JUST ONE MORE EXAMPLE. INVEST IN THE NEW HERITAGE BANK

TRIPLE PLAY CO AND INCREASE YOUR RATE OF RETURN EVERY YEAR FOR THREE YEARS.
PLUS, YOU CAN WITHDRAW YOUR INVESTMENT AT ANY ANNUAL ANNIVERSARY WITHOUT PENALTY!

Beltone Heating
As __,./041164

Ellie Hope
Johnson
Joel Taylor and Jennifer
Lynn Johnson of 1101 College
Ave., Manhattan. Kan.. are the
parents of a daughter, Ellie
Hope Johnson. born on Monday, July 14, 2008, at 4:12
p.m. at Mercy Health Center,
Manhattan.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
1/4 inches in length.
Grandparents are Richard
and Rebecca McCulley of New
Sharon, Iowa, and Barry and
Mary Gail Johnson of Murray, Ky.
Great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Surber and Mrs. Barbara
McCulley of New Sharon.
The parents are college miners with Navigator on Kansas
late University campus.
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Churchill Family Fund for Excellence established at Murray State University
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Ann and Ronald Churchill
Jr. of Murray have recently
established the Churchill Family Fund for Excellence at Murray State University. This significant fund will benefit MSU
Libranes and provide university scholarships for full-time
students who are graduates of
Murray High School and Calloway County High School.
Dunn
Randy
President
remarked that. "A library is at
the heart of an academic campus and scholarships are integral to successfully attracting
students to MSU. Through the
Churchill's gift, they are
enabling Murray State to expand
its efforts to provide an enriched
learning environment for all students, while sustaining our special commitment to local high
school graduates to draw them
to the University."
"Ron and Ann Churchill are
loyal alums who want to help
provide opportunities for current and future students at Murray State," says Dr. Tim Miller,
executive director of the MSU
Foundation and professor of
accounting at MSU."Their support is critical in these economic times to ensure that our
students will receive an outstanding education now and in
the future. What an outstanding example they have set for
all of us in enhancing the quality of education at Murray
State."
Ron, a 1953 Murray State
alumnus, and Ann, a 1954 Murray State alumna, have an enduring family heritage in Murray
and Calloway County. The
Churchill family has been recognized as pioneers in the funeral home business in Murray
for over 122 years, since its
beginning in 1886. Ann's father,
William Perry, was the first
manager of Southern States Coop in Murray.
Ann and her family moved
to Morganfield when she was
a baby, where her father was
principal of Morganfield High
School. He also served as the
director of civilian personnel
at Camp Breckinridge in Morganfield The Perry family
returned to Murray when Ann
Wit in the seventh grade.
. anti and Ann grew up together attending the First Baptist
Church in Murray. High school
sweethearts, both are graduates
of Murray High School - Ron
in 1948 and Ann in 1951 when
she was named valedictorian.
They were married Dec. 20,
1953. As students at Murray
State, they were active in the
Baptist Student Union (BSU).
Ann was a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority and Pi
Omega Pi national business
honor society. Her mother,
Dorothy Kendall Petry graduated from Murray State in 1928
with a bachelor's degree in
home economics. Ron and
Pamela
daughtel,
Ann's
Churchill DeVoss, received her
bachelor of arts degree in biology from MSU in 1977, and
their son. Ronald Churchill Ill,
attended Murray State.
in 1959, Ron was honored
when asked to represent Murray State at the inauguration
of a new president at Findley
College in Findley, Ohio.

After earning his bachelor's
degree in math and physics from
Murray State, Ron attended the
University of Cincinnati for
one year until he was drafted
into the military. From 1953
to 1955. he served in the U.S.
Army in the Science & Professional Personnel Program
(SPP). This unit's responsibilities involved the planning and
conducting of static and fieldtesting of various chemical
munitions at the Chemical Center and Dugway Proving
Grounds. Utah.
Following his service in the
military, Ron worked for six
weeks on a horse farm in Bellaire, Md.. which was owned
by Larry McPhail, then the
owner of the New York Yankees, while Ann completed a
one-year teaching assignment
in the business department at
Havre de Grace High School.
After leaving Maryland. Ron
and Ann moved to Fostoria.
Ohio, where Ron took a position with Union Carbide Products Division as a development engineer working on
developing brushes for high altitude aircraft electrical equipment. He was awarded a patent
for a brush grade that became
the approved brush grade for
the electrical equipment for the
Mercury, Gemini and Atlas
space capsules. The initial
development work on graphite
fibers was conducted at the
Fostona laboratories. Graphite
fibers, yarn and cloth, produced by Union Carbide have
been used by fabricators to manufacture a variety of products
including golf clubs, fishing
rods, tennis rackets, automobile springs, drive shafts and
body parts and the cargo doors
of the NASA space shuttles.
Another unique development
was a special studio lighting
carbon for which Union Carbide received an OSCAR for
technical achievement.
Ann accepted a teaching
position at the Jackson County High School in JacksonBurgoon. Ohio, where she
taught in the business department
The Churchills next moved
to Lawrenceburg, Tenn., where
Ron was assigned to the newly
formed Nuclear Fuel Products
group to produce graphite fuel
elements for a nuclear space
propulsion system. This technology had been developed at
the Fostoria Laboratory. It also
was used to produce the initial and second core loading
for a gas-cooled reactor for a
European consortium. Work was
also done in producing finegrain graphite for use as rocket thrusters. Ron and Ann lived
in Lawrenceburg from 1963 to
1968, when Ron was transferred to Cleveland.
In Cleveland, Ron worked
in production and technical
service related to quality control for Carbon Products Facilities Worldwide. Ron retired
after 30 years from Union Carbide (which later became a
wholly-owned subsidiary of
Dow Chemical Co.). At that
time he was serving as the
manager of specifications for
the division. Ann earned her
master's degree from Baldwin-

Wallace College in Berea, Ohio.
in 1980. She retired from the
Berea City School District in
Middleburg Heights, Ohio, in
1992 after teaching business
classes for 26 years at Midpark High School.
After retiring. Ron and Ann
moved back to Murray in 1992.
"We always knew we would
move back to Murray," say the
Churchills. "Murray is a special place with a feel like none
We've
other.
thoroughly
enjoyed retiring in Murray and
thankful to give back to Murray State and this community
with the establishment of this
fund."
Bob Jackson, associate vice
president
of
institutional
advancement, is grateful for
the Churchills' eagerness in
giving back to Murray State.
"Ron and Ann have a long
history of providing support to
Murray State University. Their
planned gift will provide future
support to MSU Libraries and
scholarships to the young people of this region. We are

deeply grateful of their generous gift and continued support
of the university."
The Churchills continue to
be active members of First
Baptist Church in Murray and
an involved in many community activities. Ron, a Rotari
an for 16 years, served as president of the Murray Rotary
Club during the Centennial Year
of Rotary International from
2(K)4-05. An accomplished
tenor, Ron has enjoyed singing
in various church choirs over
the years. Missionary work, volunteering and charitable giving has always played an important role in Ron and Ann's
lives. Both have participated
in many disaster relief activities aiding victims of flooding. tornadoes and hurricanes.
"We both feel that MSU
well prepared us for whatever
success we experienced in our
careers and throughout the years
since graduation," say the
Churchills. "We have always
been proud to claim MSU as
our Alma Mater."
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Special Thanks
A special thanks goes out to Richard Dennis ot

Nashville. We thoroughly enjoyed him entertaining
with his guitar stylings yesterday.

iPhone 3G. On the nation's fastest 3G network. Now just $199.

Upcoming Events
On Thursday, Sept. 4 we will be entertained by the
Murray Fellowship singers and Marie Taylor. On Sept.
10th we will have devotion with Brother Todd Walker.

Happy Birthday

1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE

Arthur Gentry - September 6th
Charlie Lovins - September llth
Johnnie Marie Cross - September 13th
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CROSS COUNTRY PREVIEW

X-Country squads running with the 'packs'
-One of the big stats I keep is Lexington. Back is the senior triwhat I call pack time," Jared fecta of Josh Lee, Daniel
said. "I'm always curious to Hopkins and Wesley Cook, all of
know how close my No. 1 runner whom consistently ran within
is to my No. 5. We want to short- one minute of each other last seaen that time and keep that as son. Joining them is junior Ryan
'Thurman, who was also pan of
run at return trips to the KHSAA small as possible."
the Lakers' top pack of runners
breed
won't
philosophy
That
state meet this fall. Jared says
last season.
this year's team may be the most any state championship runners,
Calloway will have to find
Jared admits, but he hopes it will
together he's ever coached.
someone to replace graduated
Much like last season, the lead to a closely-knit group that
Jonathan Washburn at the
Lakers don't figure to have a true can turn some heads in team senior
spot. a slot Jared says iS
5
No.
competition.
frontrunner on either squad, but
The Laker boys return most of wide-open. A likely candidate lot
will instead embrace a "pack"
that could be junior Dylan
philosophy the coach believes is the pieces to last year's squad
whom Jared says put in a
crucial to the success of cross that placed fourth in the region Harris.
summer.
solid
state
Class
the
AAA
in
15th
and
country teams.
meet at Kentucky Horse Park in
Is See X-COUNTRY, 2C

STELLAR CLASSES WILL TRY TO
STEER CCHS,MHS BACK
TO STATE TOURNAMENT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Keith Jared knows the stereotype, the one that says cross
country is an individual sport
with no true team dynamic neeessary to be competitive.
The eighth-year head coach at
Calloway County also knows it's
sometimes true. But as both
Laker squads prepare to make a

RACER FOOTBALL
.10MMY DILLARD Ledger 8. Times

Calloway County senior Daniel Hopkins brings the ball
toward the box during the second half of the Lakers 5-3
loss to Paducah Tilghman Tuesday night. 'Tilghman
defender Justin Wynne pursues on the play.

Splitting
Hairs

-Shooter

MURRAY SHUTS OUT REIDLAND;
CALLOWAY LOSES TO TILGHMAN
Staff Report
Murray allowed just one shot on goal during a 4-0 rout of
Reidland Tuesday night. improving its season record to 4-3.
Goalkeeper Nolan Jackson saved the only shot the
Greyhounds managed to send his way en route to the victory.
Head coach Jim Baurer credited defenders Mark Stubblefield
and Kulien Balthrop with aggressive play that preserved the
shutout.
Murray got on the board with 33 minutes remaining in the
first half on a Dillon Ward goal assisted by Matt Hines and took
a 2-0 lead just before the break on a Michael Mangold goal
assisted by Jordan Benton with three minutes remaining.
second half, scoring one
The Tigers added cush. i
lex Bokeno goal assisted by
minute after play resumed
again until the two-minute
Michael Orr. Murray d'
k of the net off assists from
mark, when Matt Hines found the
Mark Stubblefield and John Cohoon.
Murray outshot Reidland 17-1 and will take an above-.500
record into district games against Mayfield on Thursday.
Calloway County on Monday and Graves County next Tuesday.
Baurer credited Jeremy Curd, Jordan Benton and Bobby
Puckett with strong play in the midfield and praised John
Cohoon, Matt Hines and Alex Bokeno for putting constant pressure on Reidland offensively.
Paducah Tilghman 4, Calloway County 2
After scoring two goals in the first minute of Tuesday night's
game at Jim Nix Soccer Complex, Paducah Tilghman had to
withstand a late Calloway County rally to hang on to a 4-2 victory.
The Lakers used two second-half goals to cut the score to 32, but another strike by Tilghman's Lamar Morris in the 77th
minute put the game on ice for the Blue Tornado.
Though Calloway began to click late, the Ulcers had no
answer for Tilghman's talented forwards early on. Carlos Paz put
the Tornado on top just 11 seconds into the game, and Alex
Seifert added to the lead 58 seconds in on another goal.
•See SOCCER,2C

Lady Lakers
rally for road
win at Tilghman
CCHS TRAVELS TO GRAVES
COUNTY THURSDAY; WILL
HOST MURRAY MONDAY
Staff Report
Behind the offense of Katlyn Barrow and Amy Winkler,
Calloway County rallied from a 3-2 deficit to score a 5-3 win
over Paducah Tilghman Tuesday night in Paducah.
With the win, the Lady Lakers improved to 2-1-1 on the season and put an 8-0 drubbing at the hands of Marshall County
last week behind them.
Barrow tied the game at three in the 54th minute on an assist
from Shauna Wicker and scored her third goal of the game in
the 72nd minute to give Calloway a 4-3 lead. Wicker picked up
the assist on that goal as well.
Winkler then added some insurance for the Lady Lakers in
the 78th minute. scoring her second goal of the night on an
assist from Erin Jones.
Tilghman outshot the Lady Lakers 19-18 and scored all three
of its goals within five minutes of each other between the 26th
and 31st minute.
Barrow got Calloway on the board first in the 25th minute.
scoring off a Winkler assist. Tilghman was quick to respond in
the 26th minute, evening the game at one.
Calloway wasted no time in taking the lead back when
Winkler scored off a Bethany Harlan assist in the 28th minute.
Two minutes later, Tilghman tied the game again at two.
The Lady Tornado pulled ahead in the 31st minute and held
on to a 3-2 lead until Barrow's goal at the 54-minute mark.
Calloway will attempt to improve on its 0-1 district mark
when the Lady Lakers travel to Graves County on Thursday,
then play host to Murray on Monday.

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times

Nico Yantko led the Racers to a 41-17 win over Lambuth last Thursday in MSU's home opener. The junior went 10-for-15 for 156
yards, including two scores while filling in for the injured Jeff Ehrhardt. Now, Yantko will get his first career start Saturday in
Bloomington against Indiana.

GUN-SLINGING YANTKO TAKES OVER QB DUTIES FOR
RACERS IN PLACE OF INJURED EHRHARDT
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Nico Yantko can best be described ti,v ficad
coach Matt Griffin as a caged wild beast.
Needless to say, that's the last thing you
want Yantko to be.
The junior quarterback will get his first
career start Saturday at Indiana, filling in for
the injured Jeff Ehrhardt who missed the second half of last Thursday's season-opening
win over Lambuth with a shoulder injury.
What was believed to be a separated shoulder is now a sprained shoulder according to
Gnffin. who addressed members of the media
Tuesday at his weekly press conference.
Yantko nearly matched Ehrhardt's first half

"Judging by practice (Tuesday morning)
he's almost too fired up," Griffin added. "We
Murray State at Indiana
have to keep him at bay a little bit. He's an
When: Saturday 6 p m CDT
kid, which I love. I don't warn to
emotional
Where: Bloomington Ind
take that from him, but it goes back to focus on
TV/Radio: Big 10 Network 103 7 WFGE FM
the task at hand. Like any young player, he
stats, by going 10-for-I5 for 156 yards and two
almost tries to do too much.touchdown passes.
While trying to fill the shoes of the reigning
That however was against NAIA lamIxith
Valley Conference Freshman of the Year
Ohio
Hoosier
10
Big
— Saturday will be against a
be a big task. Yantko will walk into
may
team that sacked Western Kentucky's K.J.
Memorial Stadium with at least one other
Black three times, despite him throwing for
weapon not at his disposal.
219 yards on 19-of-31 passing.
Griffin confirmed Tuesday that junior wide
Griffin. not one to dwell on the negative,
Derrick Townsel will not dress for
receiver
how
see
to
Yantko
in
has enough confidence
showdown in Bloomington. X-rays
Saturday's
coach
he reacts. This much the third-year head
knows — Yantko is excited about it.
•See RACERS,4C
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PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Lakers, Tigers swing way to victory
HARPER LEADS CCHS MIN 31; SMITH SHOOTS 38 TO PACE MHS
Garrison(40)also played for the Tindell (49). Summer Simmons
Lakers.
(53). Madison Contri (59) and
As a team. Calloway shot Kennedy Crawford (60) round140, II strokes better than ed out the Calloway contingent.
Graves County at 151 and 27
Laken Lear led Graves
strokes better than Mayfield at County with a 49.
167. Geoffrey Beck paced
Calloway will take to the
Graves with a 36 and Trey course again Thursday when
Whitnell led Mayfield with a 38. they battle Trigg County at
On the girls side. Calloway Boots Randolph Golf Course at
shot 194 as a team. besting Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
Mayfield's 203 and Graves' 212.
Tigers shoot past Comets
Madison Connell paced the
Murray shot a 166 to edge
Lady Lakers with a 45, tying her out Carlisle County at Murray
for medalist honors with Country Club on Tuesday.
Mayfield's Emily Whitnell.
The Tigers were four strokes
Safiah Hassan (47), Katie better than the visiting Comets,

Staff Report
Both Calloway County golf
squads went on the road and
defeated Graves County and
Mayfield on Tuesday at
Mayfield/Graves Country Club.
On the boys side, Daniel
Harper fired a three-under 31 to
lead Calloway and earn medalist
honors. He was the only golfer
to finish under the par 34.
Brock Simmons finished
one-over with a 35 and Chasten
Howard and Austin Miles shot
37's.
Matt
three-over
McReynolds (38) and Hunter

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Tigers fall in two sets to CFS
MHS HOSTS DEFENDING DISTRICT
CHAMPION MARSHALL COUNTY THURSDAY
Staff Report
After an impressive start to
the season and an All 'A' state
tournament berth. Murray
reverted to losing ways in district play Tuesday night, falling
in two sets at Christian
Fellowship.
The lady Eagles proved that
a pass to the region tournament
still goes through Marshall
County by handling the Lady
Tigers with relative ease, 25-15
and 25-12.
With the loss. Murray fell to

I-1 in district play and faces a
matchup with defending champion Marshall County on
Thursday night. The matchup
against the Lady Tigers was
Christian Fellowship's first district game of the season, and the
Lady Eagles improved their
overall record to 8-4 and have
now won their last six games.
Highlights
for
Murray
included Lauren Dieleman's six
assists. Caitlin Herrington's
three kills and Erica Brodie's
eight digs.

The Lady Tigers host
Marshal! County at 6 p.m
Thursday with junior varsity
playing first and varsity to follow.
The Lady Tiger JV squad
came away from Christian
Fellowship with a win on
Tuesday. 21-16 and 21-13.
Chelcie Winchester had five
aces, Maria Speed added four
assists and Taylor Butler had
five digs.

who shot 170 behind the play of
Zack Rambo, who fired a 38,
tying him for medalist honors.
Jordan Smith paced Murray,
also shooting a 38 and splitting
medalist honors. Blake Graham
(42), Zack Newsome (43) and
Jay Roth (43) rounded out the
Tiger field.
For Carlisle, Brock Moran
(42), Caleb Hardy(45)and Zack
Lyell 1451 completed the field.
There was no girls match.
Murray will hit the links
again on Thursday when they
host Marshall County at Murray
Country Club.

Johnson returns to bigs
for first time since 2004
PHOENIX iAP)
Catcher
Mark Johnson was among six
players called up by the St.
Louis Cardinals on Tuesday,
putting him back in the big
leagues after nearly a four-year
absence.
Johnson. who had his contract purchased from Triple-A
Memphis, last played in the
majors when he pinch-hit for
the Milwaukee Brewers at St.
Louis on Oct. 3. 2004. The
Cardinals also purchased the
minor league contract of
infielder Bryan Barden.
St. Louis recalled right-handers Jason Matte and Kelvin
/menet from Memphis along
'With infielder Brendan Ryan,
Right-bander Josh Kinney was
in:called from a rehab assignment
with
Double-A
Springfield.

•X-Country
Lough said. "Not just talentThe Tigers got off to a fast
From Page 1C
Also returning for the Lakers wise, just the fact that I know start at Fulton County, claiming
are senior Colin Horwood and the kids, they know me, they the second through eighth spots,
sophomore Colby Fox, both of know what I expect and I know nearly a perfect score. Miller is
whom competed last season. what to expect out of them. It's running one minute off of his
Sophomore Robby Friedrich just a whole different ballgame school-maxi; b,tting time from
last year, and Lough said she
and freshmen Zach Fortenberry, now and it's a lot better."
Murray is led by a strong jun- expects him to surpass that by
Corey Evans and Ty Eldridge
could also figure into the Laker ior class that makes up nearly midseason.
the entire team. Ryan Miller is
Also returning to the Tiger
lineup.
Both Laker squads will make the fastest of that class and is roster are juniors Kullen
the move down to Class AA this one of four Murray runners who Balthrop, Ryan Greer, Michael
season, making Calloway one of also play on the Tiger soccer On and Matt Ray and freshman
Steven Speed.
the larger schools in that class team.
Miller turned in an eighthDespite debuting several
and, hopefully, giving the
place finish at regionals last sea- first-time runners last season.
Lakers a boost.
-The top runners in AA are son and improved on that time Murray's girls still managed to
going to be just as good (as by 45 seconds at state, finishing qualify for state behind thensophomores Selina Lalaret and
AAA)." Jared said. "But the in 17:51.67.
Fellow junior Chase Darnell. Alex Nance.
field from top to bottom isn't
LaJaret and Nance figure to
going to be quite as strong or Murray's second-fastest runner
deep. Some of our kids who at state, is eager to put behind be the pace setters again this
were struggling to stay mid- him a season in which he was season on a Lady Tiger squad
pack may be able to move up plagued by a knee injury and that is suddenly heavy in experiand score higher for us in state asthma troubles. According to ence.
"Several of the girls have
Lough. Darnell is already runmeets."
At Murray, second-year head ning just shy of his best time in been there a long time, so they
really know what to expect,"
coach Amanda Lough doesn't 2007.
As one of four Tigers who Lough said. -They've sort of
have any holes to fill in either of
her programs. The Tiger boys doesn't split time with soccer. gone above and beyond. It's
didn't graduate a single senior junior Paul Gong has emerged more to them than just practice
from last season's group that as a leader of sorts for the team and meets-they're kind of livadvanced to the KHSAA Class this fall. Lough claims. Gong ing it and it makes a big differA state meet for the first time in was the fifth-fastest Murray run- ence in the attitude of the team."
Lough also expects big things
ner at Lexington last November.
program history.
"Because four of my guys from senior Katie Bloemer,
Murray participated in its
first meet of the season on Aug. play soccer, we have sort of a who, like Gong, isn't the fastest
25 at Fulton County and many unique dynamic," Lough said. on the roster but has emerged as
of Lough's runners are making -They're all real close and get a team leader.
"Her intensity has really
times that it previously took along, but the person who kind
of steps up and takes charge come out of nowhere," Lough
them half a season to reach.
"Every time 1 even reference when I need it is Paul Gong. said. "She's worked really hard
this season, I talk about how He's not my strongest runner, this summer and I've seen her
much we're so much better than but he's real disciplined and got attitude really improve."
The Lady Tigers also add
last year in so many ways," real leadership skills. He's willnewcomer
Chloe
ing to step up into that role."
junior
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
TwnpeBay
84 52 618
81 57 587
4
Boston
New York
74 64 536
11
Toronto
71 66 518 13 1,2
Baltimore
63 75 457
22
Central Division
W
L Pot GB
77 61 558
Chicago
77 61 558
Minnesota
Cleveland
67 70 489 9 1 ,2
Detroit
11
66 72 478
Kansas City
58 79 423 18 t2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
-84 53 613
Texas
68 72 486 17 1 2
Oakland
63 75 457 21 1 ,2
Seattle
54 84 391 30 1 ,2

Mondays Games
NY Yankees 13 Detroit 9
Boston 7 Baltimore 4
Cleveland 5 Chicago White Sox 0
Seattle 12 Texas 6
Tuesday's Games
Boston 14 Baltimore 2
L A Angels 5 Detroit 4
Cleveland 9 Chicago White Sox 3
Toronto 7 Minnesota 5
N Y Yankees 7 Tampa Bay 2
Texas 6 Seattle 4
Kansas City 5 Oakland 2
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 10-12) at
Cleveland (Sowers 2-7) 11 05 am
Baltimore (Cormier 2-3) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 16-2) 12 35 pm
Seattle (F Hernandez 9-8) at Texas
(Nipped 1-4). 1 05 p m
L A Angels (Garland 12-8) at Detroit
(Miner 8-4) 6 05 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 9-8) at Toronto
(Burnett 16-10) 6 07 p m
N Y Yankees (Pavano 2-0) at Tampa
Bay (Jackson 11-8), 6 10 p m
Oakland (Eveland 8-8) at Kansas City
(Bannister 7-14) 7 10 p m
Thursday's Games
LA Angels(E Santana 14-5; at Detroit
(Rogers 9-12). 12 05 p m
Minnesota (Slowey 11-8) at Toronto
(Litsch 9-8). 6 07 p m
N V Yankees (Rasner 5-9) at Tampa
Bay (Kazmir 10-6), 6 10 p m
Oakland (Meyer 0-3) at Kansas City
(K Davies 5-6) 7 10 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
'8 61 561
New York
2
76 63 547
Philadelphia
70 69 504
8
Florida
60 79 432
18
Atlanta
25
Washington
53 86 381
Central Dlylalon
W
L Pct GB
85 54 612
Chicago
80 58 580 4 1/2
Milwausee
75 64 540
10
SI Louis
12
73 66 525
Houston
61 77 442 23 1,2
Cinc:nnati
58 79 423
26
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct GB
70 68 507
Anzona
69 70 496 1 1+2
Los Angeles
5
66 74 471
Colorado
11
59 79 428
San Francisco
17
53 85 384
San Diego

Monday's Games
Florida 4 Atlinta 3
NY Mets 4, Milwaukee 2
Colorado 4, San Francisco 0
Washington 7. Philadelphia 4
Houston 3, Chicago Cubs 0
Anzona 8, St Louis 6
L A Dodgers 5. San Diego 2
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 16. Florida 14
Philadelphia 4. Washington 0
Pittsburgh 3 Cincinnati 2
NY Mets 6, Milwaukee 5. 10 innings
Houston 9. Chicago Cubs 7. 11 ,nnings
Colorado 6 San Francisco 5 2
innings
St Louis 8 Arizona 2
L A Dodgers 8. San Diego 4
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta (Campillo 7-7) at Florida
4-3;
12 10 pm
(Voistad
N V Mets (01 Perez 9-7; at Milwaukee
(Bush 9-9; 1 05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 8-161 at Colorado
(Cook 16-8), 2 05 p m
St Louis (Lohse 13-6) at Arizona (Davis'
6-8), 240 p m
Philadelphia (Blanton 1-0) at
Washington (Od Perez 6-101. 6 10 p m.
Pittsburgh (Ohlendort 0-0) at Cincinnati
VOlgUeZ 16-51, 6 10 p rn
Houston (Wolf 8-11; at Chicago Cubs
)Dempster 15-5). 7 05 p m
San Diego ILeBlanc 0-0) at LA
Dodgers (Kuroda 7-10), 9 10 p.m
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 6-9) at
Cincinnati (Fogg 2-7). 11.35 a.m
Washington (Bergmann 2-101 at Atlanta
(3 Reyes 3-10), 6:10 p m
San Diego (Estes 1-1) at Milwaukee
(Suppan 10-7), 705 p.m.

Zimmerer, who placed third
behind Lalaret and Nance at
Fulton County. Returning freshmen Kim Jones and Heatherly
Paschall will also figure into
Murray's lineup.
Calloway's girls, coming off
a Class AAA state appearance of
their own, will be charged with
replacing two of their top five
II The MHS Fastpitch Club will hold its regular monthly meeting on
runners in Jenny Vincent and
Tatum Dale. The Lady Lakers Wednesday at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS caletena. All persons involved or
will have a bit of a new look interested in the fastpitch softball programs at Murray High School and
Murray Middle School are encouraged to attend.
because of those losses, and
Jared will lean heavily on sen• MHS volleyball will be observing "Volley For a Cure" night on
iors Megan Summers and Karra
Thursday at Tiger Gym. The team will be hosting the Marshall County
Jones and sophomore Kelsey
Lady Marshals. This event is to help emphasize breast cancer awareGray.
ness and raise funds for the Breast Cancer Foundation. There will be a
Summers. Gray and Jones 50/50 split-the-pot drawing and donations will be accepted at the high
finished two-three-four for the school on game night. If anyone has questions regarding this event, you
Lady Lakers in Lexington last may call 293-5185.
season behind Vincent. Juniors
Takina Scott and Erica Berhow
will be asked to fill in the two MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP
spots gutted by graduation.
Getting back to the Horse
Park is the goal for the Laker
girls, but Jared says it's no
given.
"It's a new look this season,"
he said. "Yes, we've been (to
state). No, we're not assuming
MURRAY MIDDLE HOSTS
we're going back this year. I'm
really counting on my top three
FULTON CITY NEXT TUESDAY
girls coming back and my other
two are really going to have to Staff Report
open the second half. The pass
step up. We have some new girls
Murray Middle split two failed, cutting the Fulton
coming out and I know they games at Fulton County County lead to 14-6 at the
have potential, but I can't guar- Tuesday night, the seventh time.
antee anything."
Ward also snared a 35-yard
grade winning 16-0 but falling
Junior Kirsten McHenry,
in the eighth grade game 16-6. pass from quarterback Adam •
freshmen Taylor Futrell and
Murray took the seventh Melton, Andre Phillips caught
Ashley Gullixson and eighthgrade opener 16-0 behind a a 40-yard pass from Melton,
grader Beth Courtney round out
strong performance by the and John Ramey pulled in a
the Lady Laker roster.
defense. Defensive tackle 10-yard pass to lead the Tiger
Allan Curie and defensive end attack.
Other
highlights
Preston Merriss tackled the included a punt block bst
Fulton County quarterback in defensive tackle Seth Carter,
the end zone in the first quar- and a strip and fumble recovery in the fourth quarter by
ter to lead the shutout.
From Page 1C
On offense, running back safety Dylan Boone.
Calloway's defense settled
The Pilots scored on a short.
down after the initial scoring James Holland led the charge
flurry and held 'Tilghman score- with a 55-yard touchdown run run in the first quarter, then.
less until the 38-minute mark, in the opening quarter. added another score later in.
when Seifert found the back of Holland added the two-point the quarter on a deflected pass.
the net for his second goal of the run to put MMS up 8-0, and
Murray (0-3) hosts Fulton'
game.
the defense added the safety City next Tuesday at Ty
Martin
Son
head
coach
Laker
later in the quarter to take Holland Stadium for an
said he was proud of his team for
eighth-grade game, then tray..
not quitting, however. Calloway charge with a 10-0 lead.
Murray added another els to Marshall County two
got on the board in the 5th
minute when Seth Fortenberry touchdown with a three-yard days later for a doubleheader'
fired a strike high over the keep- pass from quarterback Dylan against the Marshals
Boone to tight end Ryan
er's head.
TODAY'S LINEUP
.
The Lakers scored again in Humphries in the second quarthe 76th minute on a Blake ter. The run failed, resulting in
Manness goal, cutting the lead to the 16-0 final.
just one. Morris made sure
The win brings Murray's
Tilghman walked away with the record to 2-1. The seventh
win, however, adding an insurgrade Tigers will travel to
ance goal in the 77th minute.
County
next
IV, radio
Calloway
outshot
the Marshall
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Tornado, 15-12, while goalkeep- Thursday to take on the
6 p.m.
er Reid McDaniel contributed Marshals.
ESPN - N `I Yankees at Tampa Bay
The eighth grade Tigers
live saves.
PREP FOOTBALL
8 p.m.
Son said he was frustrated by came up short in the nightcap,
ESPN2 - Mater Der (Cali) ) vs
his team's showing out of the losing 16-6 to the Pilots.
Carson (Calif I at Long Beach Calif
gate, but believes his squad is Murray scored its only touchTENNIS
6 p.m
learning from its mistakes and is down of the game on a 77-yard
USA- US Open men s arid
close to putting a whole game kickoff return by Alex Ward to
women's quarterfinals at New York
together.

SportsBriefs

Tigers split two games
at Fulton County

•Soccer
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Myron Pryor puts on quite a show for UK
'RUMBLING' MAN PRYOR AN
INSTANT TV STAR FOR WILDCATS
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
, LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
TWo days after Kentucky's 27-2
rival
thumping
of arch
Louisville, coach Rich Brooks
was still beaming about his
team's new "rumbling" man.
That would be Myron Pryor,
a 310-pound defensive tackle
who picked up a critical fumble
and ran — if you can call it that
72 yards down the field. It
was one of two defensive touchdowns for the Wildcats, who
likely will ask that side of the
ball to carry them a year after
Andre Woodson and a potent
offense led the way.
. Kentucky fans may not be
ready for the switch, but
Brooks' message to them is that
defense too can be fun.
"One thing I've found out
about our fans is that they love
offense, but they're not too keen
On defense at this point.- Brooks
sgid. "We scored 14 points on
defense, folks. That's kind of
exciting stuff. Especially when
you've got big Myron rumbling
down the field."
Pryor's efforts were rewardTuesday
with
the
ed
Southeastern Conference defensive player of the week award —
ttte first time since 1992 a
Kentucky lineman had achieved
that distinction.
As for the run, played on television repeatedly Sunday night
and all day Monday, Pryor said
he got plenty of congratulations
alpng with a few stylistic tips.
Eventually, he took his phone
off the hook.
"I was trying to run as fast as
I could, and afterward my legs
were burned out,- he said. -To
do that and be in the spotlight on
TV makes me proud. Afterward,
people kept telling me to kick
my knees up to go faster."
Cornerback David Jones
joked that he didn't realize just
how slow Pryor's run was until
he saw the replay on TV.
"I thought they had it in slow
motion," Jones said. "He did a
good job."
Not only is Kentucky's
defense the apparent strength of
this team, but the highlight of
the defense is probably one of
the best and most experienced
lines in the SEC. Fellow tackle
Corey Peters and ends Jeremy
Jarmon and Ventre!! Jenkins seldom give opposing offenses the
luxury of double-teaming any
one player.
Therefore. Pryor says he
looks forward to highlight-reel
achievements from somebody in
the unit almost every week.
"Those are the guys that
don't really get very much
recognition," he said. "We're in
the trenches. We're not supposed to be making a thousand
tackles, making big plays."
While Kentucky's defense
performed as advertised for
Brooks. who has predicted it
will be his best defense he has
had at Kentucky, the Louisville
game also exposed several
offensive challenges.

•Brooks wants
OK fans pumped
about defense
1.EXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
— Coach Rich Brooks has a
message for any Kentucky
fins who may be disillusioned
by their team's lukewarm
in
showing
offensive
Stmday's 27-2 victory over
• • That message: Defense is
fun to watch too
Kentucky's defense dotniCardinals.
the
datted
;Especially effective was
ensive tackle Myron Pryor,
iltlho picked up a fumble and
ittlitsibled 72 yards down the
Id for a touchdown. On
y, Pryor was named the
Conference
theastern
yer of the week. It was the
'Irsi time a UK lineman had
'ion the honor since 1992.
• The Wildcats open their
home season Saturday against
lillorfulk State. Kentucky will
the huge favorite.
says
Brooks
, owever,
four-linebacker
; Worth'k's
*tense could give his often:lye line trouble.

Quarterback Mike Hartline
struggled in his debut, particularly with the deep ball. The
team's top two rushers, Tony
Dixon and Derrick Locke, averaged fewer than three yards a
carry. And the offensive line
proved vulnerable at times.
Kentucky's next opponent,
Norfolk State, will be a heavy
underdog, but Brooks is fearful
of its defensive set, which features four linebackers and three
linemen — a formation the
Wildcats aren't accustomed to
seeing.
"That will give us some problems on offense in an area where
we do not need problems,"
Brooks said. "We have enough
of our own we need to correct."
The adage in college football
has always been that teams
improve the most between
Weeks I and 2. Brooks says he's
hopeful one week will be
enough time for his offense to
grow into a true contender in
what is shaping up, once again,
to be the nation's toughest conference.
"Sometimes what you have
been telling them does not click
until they actually see themselves in that situation," Brooks
said."I would not expect it to go
from night to day, but hopefully
twilight will arise for our
offense."

ED REINKE ; AP

Kentucky coach Rich Brooks, center, applauds one of his team's scores during the second half of their 27-2 win over Louisville
Sunday at Papa John's Stadium in Louisville.
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his Unbelieveahle Sale Absolutely Ends At Closing Monday
EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Shop every item in every department for
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RACER SOCCER ROUNDUP

Wright earns Co-Offensive
Player of Week by OVC
RACER FRESHMAN SHARES HONOR WITH EKU's IMSANDE
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State freshman Rachel Wright is the
Ohio Valley Conference Co-Offensive Player
of the Week.
Wright earned the weekly OVC honor after
she made an 80-yard scoring dash in the 58th
minute for the game-winning goal last Sunday
when MSU defeated the IUPUI Jaguars 2-1 at
Cutchin Field.
Wright's play began when she gathered the
hall along the sideline in the Racers' end of
the field. She dribbled around three IuPUI
defenders as she crossed the mid-field stripe
and continued past two more defenders at the
top of the IUPUI penalty box. Her shot from
about 15 yards out zipped into the upper left
corner of the net to give the Racers a 2-1 lead.
The Racers evened their 2008 record at 2-2
with the win.

Wright joined MSU after a stellar career at
Normal West Community High School in
Normal, Ill.
She was an Illinois All-State pick as a sophomore, junior, and senior and her team won
the 2008 Illinois championship.
Wright shared the OVC award with Lauren
Imsande of Eastern Kentucky.
Murray State's next action is when they
host the Hampton Inn Classic Friday and
Sunday at Cutchin Field. UT Martin, North
Carolina-Asheville, and Southern Illinois
Edwardsville join the Racers in the weekend
classic. The schedule calls for UTM and SIUE
to play at 2 p.m. Friday, followed by the
Racers and UNCA 4:30 p.m. Sunday's slate
has UNCA against UTM at noon with the
Racers taking on SIUE in the second game at
2:30 p.m.

From Page 1C
on Townsel's hand confirm that
his hand is not broken, just
banged up.
-The first report was a broken
hand, now its not so had.- said
Griffin ol Townsel's injury. "It's
tender and it's going to be a dayto-day deal, but he's not going to
be able to go this week. I think
the rest will do him some good."
Despite some key losses,
Gnffin maintains that the Racers
will not address things differently. Almost like clockwork,
Griffin is best known for his
commentary that -the next guy
has to be ready to play." Right
now, the next guy is the best
player for MSU.
"No one loses their position
because of injury. But you have
to move on, you can't dwell on
the negative. It's just part of the
game. All I ask of Nico is that he
go and do his job. The guy at that
position has to be the distributor
to the other guys around you.Griffin has always contended
that Yantko has the strongest arm
of any quarterback he has come
across. And to match his athleticism and speed, the 5-foot-8,
19I-pound Fairborn, Ohio native
is very relatable.

Murro Ledger & times
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Jeff Ehrhardt wears a sling around his neck as he walks the
sidelines last Thursday in the home opener against Lambuth.
Ehrhardt left the game midway through the first half On
Tuesday, head coach Matt Griffin said the sophomore and
reigning OVC Freshman of the Year will be out at least three

weeks.

-Coach Nagy made a great pads on with the sling over it. I
point, our kids really react to just kind of chuckled! With most
Nice," Griffin said. -They have kids, I don't make them go that
ever since he has been here, for far. He didn't even ask, but that's
whatever reason. I think he's Jeff, he's a team guy. I think that
kind of a free-spirit guy and it's tells you a little bit about the posovc(ome) interesting to watch.
School
itive attitude he has."
0-0
Leftovers
Murray State
"Every kid is different. He
The captains for Murray
SE Missouri State 0-0
gave us a little bit of a spark and
Tennessee State 0-0
I don't mean that as a negative State's opening night victory
Tennessee Tech 0-0
towards Jeff, but Jeff really start- over Lambuth were seniors
ed to play well before the injury. Nathan Williams, Will Werner,
Austin Peay
0-0
He had the nice pass to Marcus Quinton Hankins, Zach Knight,
Eastern Illinois
0-0
and
Paul
Fogg
before the half, but then Nico Andrew
Eastern Kentucky 0-0
comes in and starts slinging it McKinnis.
Jacksonville State 0-0
Williams tied his career high
around a little bit. He gives us the
UT Martin
0-0
ability to keep plays alive, he with 17 tackles, the most by any
Thursday, Aug 211
Central Sechtgan 31. Eastern Slows 12
player in the FCS on opening
really does."
SE Memo, Stale 35, Southwest Septet 28
Despite his timetable to weekend.
Clnonnati 40 Eastern Kentucky 7
Geeros tact 41. Jacksorhele State 14
Wemer's 76-yard interception
return, Ehrhardt hasn't seemed to
North Dakota State 41. Austin Peay 6
Murray State It Lanytkan 17
be deterred by his injury. Griffin return with 11:09 to play in the
Geroner,Webb
12
Tennessee Tech 28
added that one of the team's second quarter tied the game at 7Saturelay, Aug. 30
Tennessee State 34. Alabama UM 13
rules, no matter the injury, is that all. It was the first interception
South Floosie 56 UT Menet 7
you wear the same dress to prac, return for a touchdown since
Seeteclee, OWL 6
Eastern lent= 2V lianas 11 a In
rice. Ehrhardt did on Monday, Sept 25, 2004 when Lucas Holts
Tennessee Tech at Louisville 2 30 p rn
had an 88-yard return against
but with a slight twist.
UT Martin vs Baker Owe/rely 410 p re
Austin Peay at Georgui Southern 5 p rn
"It was kind of funny to see Tennessee Tech.
Eastern Kentuck, vs Western Kentucky 5 p rr
McKinnis had six carries for
him this morning, he was one of
J:c56Onvi6e Stare vs Alabama adel 6 Lt II
Murray State at inceana 6 P
the first ones out, as he usually 29 yards and a catch for nine
SE lasso, State at Missoun 5 p n't
always is and had his shoulder yards.
TpnneSSee State v6 Southern 6 p m

Form
truisms

JACK CECIL For the Ledger
Murray State's Rachel Wright splits her way through two IUPOI defenders Sunday at Cutchin
Field. Wright was named Co-Offensive Player of the Week by the OVC Tuesday.

2004 Mercedes Benz 1320 2007 Jeep Liberty 4x4 Sport

2006 Chevrolet Equinox LT

2007 Satin's Relay

$17,583e
2007 Ford Fusion SEL
32,000 Mlles, Leather,
Moonroof, Spoiler, Alloy
Wheals.
Stk. #P6847

16,965*
2006 Pontiac G6
25,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6875

31,000 Miles, V-6.
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels.
Spoiler.
Stk. #CP485

28,000 Miles, T/C,
PW, PL, CD.
Stk. *CP468

35,000 Mlles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Leather.
Stk. #CP4131

23,000 Miles, 7
Passenger, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. OTT8365A

2007 Hyundai Sonata

2007 Chevrolet Equinox LT: 28,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Polished Wheels, TIC, PW,PL, CD.
Stk. #P6873
$17,468
2008 Chevrolet Equinox Sport: 11,000 Miles, All Wheel
Drive, 18" Alloy Wheels, Heated Leather, Moonroof.
Stk #P6901.
$20,475
2007 Dodge Charger SXT: 28,000 Miles, T/C, PW, PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP478
$16,985
2007 Dodge Grand Caraven SE: 31,000 Miles, Stow-NGo, T/C, PW, PL, CD. Stk #CP466
$13,953
2008 Ford F-250 Super Duty FX4: 5,000 Miles, 4x4
Crew Cab, Chrome Wheels, Leather, Satellite Radio,
Power Stroke, Diesel. Stk #P6723
$33,985

2008 Pontiac Grand Prix

2006 SAAB 95

2006 Nissan Maxima SE

Na

47,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6612C

$12,964*
11,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #P6853

37,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P6887

28,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #P6877

$118,995
2007 Mustang Convertible
18,000 Mlles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Leather,
Stk. OP6893

2005 Nissan Maxima SE

2008 Buick Lacrosse CXL

36,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CL), Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk #P6896

23,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Alloy Wheels
Stk. #P6918

•Disclalrner. AN unces plus tax, title and 11rAinse additional. $149 doe lee Included Some photos tor illustrahon purposes

"Whatever it takes, we Want to he your car or truck company."
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2400i Wood St.•Pans • 642-5661 •1-111*-7484816
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Civil Action No 08-CI-00257
HOWELL R_ CLARK, CO-TRUSTEE OF

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

Civil Action No 08-CI-00120

Cieil Action No. 0741-00543

AMERICAN GENERAL HOME EQUITY, INC.

PLAINTIFF

CLARK LIVING TRUST, DATED MARCH 27, 1996,

'MFINANCIAL MORTGAGE
COMPANY INC PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

AND REBECCA J. CLARK, CO-TRUSTEE OF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

CLARK LIVING TRUST, DATED MARCH 27, 1996. PLAINTIFFS,
OSCAR SANDOVAL. ALEJANDRA RUIZ
VS NOTICE OF SALE
DAVID HALL, DONNA HALL,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY KENTUCKY. DEFENDANTS

DE SANDOVAL,KKA ALEJANDRA It.

KELLY R PRESCOTT KNOWN HEIR AND

DE SANDOVAL; COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF
LINDA -I PRESCOTT; UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF

KENTUCKY. CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,AND
DEFENDANTS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court an July 28, 2008. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $44.161 48. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door it, the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, September 12, 2008. at the

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 28, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $162,323.57, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,

hour of 10-00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1095 Locust Grove
Road, Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows'
'A part of Section 12, Townahip I, Range 4, East Beginning a1 an iron stake
approximately 8$0 feet west of the center of the Locust Grove Road, this point
being the northeast corner of the Pamela DeShields lot per General Warranty
Deed recorded in Book 256. Page 213 and Quitclaim Deed recorded in Book 298.
Page 574, all lodged in the office of the County Court Clerk of Calloway County.
well 1, thence north 133 feet to a point, thence east 150 feet, thence south 133

Grantees, their heirs, or their assigns ahall have certain rights complementary
to the above-described property, namely. I Access to the Locust Grove Road via
a cold-surfaced land that was initially built by private funds on Grantors' property hut now receives county maintenance. 2 Access to the output from and
assumption of proportionate maintenance responsibility for a water well situated
on the southern boundary of the above-described lot. and 3 Right of entrance to
Grantor,' adjoining property for maintenance and/or modification to septic tank
outlet line as presently located'
There is attached to the above real property a 1999 Chanipion Mobile Home.
VIN *219910704199AB
Being that property conveyed to David Hail, and wife, Donna Hall by deed dated
December 2003. from Howell R Clark and Rebecca J Clark. Trustees of the
Clark Living Trust, dated March 27, 19%, of record in Book 526, Page 579, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be sold on terms of cash only A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be subject
to the 2008 ad valorem taxes
This 11th day of August. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Corrunissioner

Legal deacription of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky. being a part of the SW Quarters of Section 11, Range 4 East, and also
being Tract 4 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 36 Page 24,
Slide 3440, and being further described as follow.
Beginning at a 154 rebar found at the SW corner of the herein described tract and
NW corner of the Joseph Scott property (Deed Book 269, Page- 709, Plat Book 12
Page 29, Slide 10341, and being located 30 00 feet East of the centerline of the
Murray-Paris Road and 1354 73 feet North of the centerline of Dodd Road,
thence, along the East line of the Murray-Pans Road. North 20 degrees 49 nunutea 51 /seconds &int for. distance of 309 34 feet to a point.

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ROBERT D HASZ DAWN D HASZ,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC , AS NOMINEE FOR COUNTRYWIDE

Subject to all the restrictions, reservations. easements, covenants and conditions
shown on the plat of said subdivision
Being the aame property conveyed to Robert I) Haat, et us by deed from Larry
Tidwelllaloa Larry Thomas Tidwell,', single, dated July 17, 2002. of record in
Deed Book 438, Page 567, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County

thence, along the West line of the Hinton property, South 04 degrees 07 minutes
51 seconds East for a distance of 425 28 feet to a04 rebar woCap 03175 found at
the NW corner of the Richard Thoman property I Deed Book 569, Page 585, Tract
3, Plat Book :36, Page 24, Slide 34401,
thence, along the West line of the Thornas property, South 06 degrees 32 minutes 08 seconds East for a distance of 458 42 feet to a /4 rebar found at the SE
corner of the herein described tract and the NE corner of the James K Andrus
property Deed Book 404. Page 641:
thence, along the North line of the Andrus property and the North line of the
Scott property, North 83 degrees 54 minutes 20 at-condo West for a distance of
1186.81 feet to the point of beginning

Being the same property conveyed to Oscar Sandoval, et al., by deed from Don
Collins, et al.. dated March 15. 2005 of record in Deed Book 585, Page 643, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The sforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty I30)
days, but if sold one credit of thirty 130/ days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 410%) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 129- per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable willuu thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 641,44124,1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday,
September 5. 2008, at the hour of 10,00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with as
address being 1101 Story Avenue, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particular-

Beginning at a point where the South right-of-way line of Story Avenue intersects the West right-of-way line of South 11th Street, thence South 2 deg. 30 00'
East and following the West right-of,kay line of South 11th Street 106.00 feet.
thence South 87 deg. 14' 40" West 150 00 feet, thence North 2 deg. 3000' West
106.00 feet to the South right-of-way line of Story Avenue, thence North 87 deg.
14' 40" East and following said right-of-way line 150.00 feet to the point of beginning This tract contains 0.365 acres
Being the same property conveyed to Linda

NOTICE
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District proposes to make the following revisions to its
schedule of charges The proposed effective date for the change Is December
2008
Ems&

Eminent

%Lilian&

$52500

9700 00

3339'

The chargesratem contained in this notice are the chargewrates proposed by the
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District However, the Public Service Commission
may order charges/rates to be charged that differ from these proposed
charged/rates. Such action may result in chargea'rates for consumers other than
the charges/rates in this notice
Any corporation, association. body politic, or person may, by motion within thirty
(301 days after publication of this fee change, request leave to intervene; and the
motion shall be submitted to the Public Service Commission Poet Office Box 615,
Frankfort, KY 40602_ and shall set forth the grounds for the request including the
status and interest of the party.
Intervenors may obtain copies of the application and related filings by contacting
the water district
The Water Duitrict has available for inspection at its office the proposed changes
to on Rules and Regulations The office is located at 351 Almo Rd , Almo, KY
42020
This notice is published pursuant to 807 ICAR 5.011-Tanffs

Prencott, by deed from Audra bell

dated January 19, 1990, recorded in Book 178, Card 1446, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Tne aforementioned property ahall be sold on. cash or credit basis of thirty f301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 10701 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder. same bearing interest at 129' per
annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due end payable within thirty
days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained 'sod paid by the Commissioner.
This 11th day of August. 2008.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Conaway Circuit Court

All line ads placed
in our paper are
posted on our
website for free!

$25.00

Master Coounissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Tap-On
5/8 inch o 3/4 inch meter

Murray, Kentucky. Whitnell and Grogan Tract, as recorded in Deed Book 48

TAROT readings, 25
years experience, by
appointment
only.(270)227-8734
special for the
month of September.

Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on, credit of thirty 30) days, the purchases shall deposit with
the Commuisioner ten percent 10701 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 1270 per
Annum from the chile of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
--lays A hen shall le retained on the property as additional security All delin•
Tient taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit

Page 459. and being further described as follows:

laLkX W. PARKER

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions set forth in Plat
Book 4, Page 24, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County ('ourt, and such
restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full

UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY OF TRACEY HAMMONDS,
KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT. DEFENDANTS

thence, continuing with the South line of Rogers property, North 87 degrees 25
minutes 46 peconds East fore distance of 412.96 feet to *154 rebar wimp #3175
found at the NE corner of tike herein deicribed tra:)f and on the West line of the
Frank Hinton property IDeed Bonk 566. Page 674. Flat Book 36, Page 13, Slide
3249 t

BBAT BANKCARD CORPORATION,

Lots No 176 and 177 of the Ledbetter Shores Subdivision as ghown on plat in
the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk in Plat Book 4, Page 24
Reference is hereby made to said plat for a more complete and accurate description

HAMMONDS,KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT

Being parts of Lots 03, 04 and #5 in Block 3 of the Fairgrounda Addition to

Thisllth day of August, 2008.
Respectfully submitted.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 28 2008, in the above cause, to aatisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 9108,148 34.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentuck
to the highest bidder, at public suction on Friday, September 12, 2008, at the
hour of 10.00 am , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 409 Windsong
circle, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly deecnbed as follows

UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY OF SUSAN HANELINE,
KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCCYTT, TRACEY

thence, along the South line of Rogers property, South 89 degrees 49 minutes 24
(*condo East for a distance of 316 28 feet to a PS1111

BANK. A DIVISION, BB&T FINANCIAL FSB FIK/A
CACH. LLC OF COLORADO, DEFENDANTS

HANELINE, KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT.

ly described as follows:

Civil Action No 08-CI-00292
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC PLAINTIFFS.

CO. OF KENTUCKY; DONNIE PRESCOTT, KNOWN

thence. continuing with the East line of the Murray-Pane Rood, North 30
degrees 02 minutes 26 seconds East for a distance of 316,28 feet to a point.

This tract contains 18 007 acres according to a survey by VI. Associates on
October 19, 2004

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

EXECUTIVE, CITY OF MURRAY, BENEFICIAL
KENTUCKY. INC I•13,A BENEFICIAL MORTGAGE

Court on July 28. 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the

Together with and subject to covenants, easements and restrictions of record

Calloway Circuit Court

-1 PRESCOTT; CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE

HEIR AND SPOUSE OF LINDA J PRESCOTT-, SUSAN
September 5, 2008, at the hour of 10.00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with as
address being 165-4 Murray-Pans Road, Murray. Kentucky 42071, arid being
more particularly described as follows:

KY), thence west 150 feet to a point .:this line bisecting the location of a water
feet to the point of beginning containing 0 46. 0.01 acre.

KELLY R PRESCOTT, KNOWN HEIR AND
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF LINDA

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Ledger
8
Murray
Times, not any of its
accept
employees
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their

GET INTO

TYE GAME
Subscribefor all your hometown fimball action!

LirGAE
gR&TiMES
Home Delivery I
Local Mall
t(anneal 1
3'no.......
3 mo.
6
6 Inn
yr.....----.$105.00
I

activities.
AU Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN

050

/Peryear 4 Ftx1.14/I)

Lost end Found
3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr

$100 Reward; 5 yea
old, neutered male ca
"Sparky" White with
grey'black splotches
Lost July 30th southeast area
(270) 753-0273

Check

47030
$100.041
4120.00

3
I Yr.

Money Order

--$14.5.1/0
Visa

/WC

Name
St. Address_

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District

City
I State

property shall be wild subject to the 2008 sd valorem taxes
I
This 11th day of August. 2008.
Respectfully submitted,

I

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit COurt

James D Hablin give public notice
that I am not responsible for debt
incurred by anyone but myself.

Notice

SPA la Vie is relocating
out of town All gift car
tificates must be used
by 9(30/08

EARN extra income
Seasonal employment
preparing income tax
return_ Classes available. Call H&R Block in
Murray at 753-9204

I

Daytime Ph.
'
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
PD. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
(Jr call 1270) 763-1918

•

I

CLASSIFIEDS

28 • Nednesday, Seplenibtr 3, 2008

Mead

Help Waal

turn's I edger & limes

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Nap Vatiled

Apartments
West Kentucky Rural Telephcabe
is seeking caper wooed applicant with strong communication skills and
positive attitude lor the toaciwing full-rime position
Combination Technician.
Primary responsibilities include construction related auhes and installation
and maintenance of telecommunications and video equipment
Qualifications we nigh school rspioma well two years of leiecommunicatiortarectronks education or equivalent work expenence in telecommunicationselectron.cs Proficient knowledge in video or telecommunications
technology is required Technology training or telecommunications degree
a plus

Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant
Expenenced Full Time AFtNP or PA-C
needed for busy physicians office.
Excellent benefits and compensation
package offered including 401k, health
insurance.('ME. etc.
Appla'ants may apply in person
or send resume to:

1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, physical and
drug screen prier to final lob offer WK offers a generous benefits package
including medical dental arid vision coverage pension and 401K
West Kentucky Rural Telephone does not discriminate on the basis of
race religion. sex age national origin or disability Please attach a
resume to application Applications for the position are available at the
Kentucky Department for Employment Services 319 S 7th St in Mayfield
KY and 208 S 5th SI, Murray, KY and will be accepted there until
Monday. September 8, 2008

a Maim
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

111=Mr-11
4
-

4

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC
OFFICE, CLERICAL,
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
OPPORTUNMES
Consistent with its ongoing growth. PTL
is seeking enthusiastic, career minded
individuals to fill positions in several areas
within the Murray corporate headquarters in
entry to intermediate level, full-time positions. Past exposure to the transportation
industry is a plus, but, not required.
Applicants with computor (Word It Excel)
and telephone skills and experience In
customer service, accounting, and/or
marketing are preferred. Most positions
require attention to detail and ability to work
with management and decision makers,
Successful employees typically demonstrate
a strong work ethic complemented by superior organizational, written and verbal communication, and analytical skills.
We offer a competitive compensation and
benefits package

Submit resume to:
Human Resources
Faschall Truck Lines. Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Outreach Coordinator, College of Science.
Engineering, and Technology (CSET), Murray
State University. Full-time, 12 month, nontenure track position. Ouallfteations
Bachelors degree required. Excellent written
and oral communication skills. organizational
skills, and presentation skills are required
Demorstrated ability of interpersonal skills
which show capability of working closely with
administration, facufty, students and community
constituents. Working knowledge of Microsoft
Office Suite is required. Responsibilities.
Coordinate CSET (to include Biology.
Chemistry. Engineering and Physics, industrial
and Engineering Technology Mathematics and
Statistics. Geosciences) engagement and stewardship activities with regional school districts,
business and industry, offices of economic
development; coordinate activities for CSET
student ambassadors, and work closely with
CSET administration and faculty for all outreach
and recruiting activities. Application
1:114sallIne: September IS, 2008. To Apply
Send a letter of application, resume or vrta.
copies of transcripts, naooa, addresses and
contact information of three references to
CSET Outreach Coordinator Search
Committee. Department of IET, 253 Industry
and Technology Center. Murray State
University, Murray. KY 42071-3347. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply Murra
State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity A4/F/D. AA employer.

Accountant/Trainer. Department of Accounting
and Financial Services. Full-time position to
begin Oct 2008. Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree in accounting, one year experience in
general accounting functions in a professional
setting and knowledge oi generally accepted
accounting principles required. Must be fluent in
PC based worksheet and database applications.
Must have excellent oral and written communication skills, presentation skills, excellent organizational and analytical skills and ability to complete tasks under demanding time scheduies.
Expenence with Banner/ERP applications, MS
PowerPcant and policy and procedure development preferred Responsibilities Work in the
Grants/Contracts and the Accounts Payable
areas Duties include, but are not limited to (1)
train faculty/staff on accounting related procedures.(2) monitor fiscal requirements of specific
grant programs, (3) manage venous general
accounting functions (4) perform support dirties
as assigned by the managers of each area.
Application Deadline: September 15, 2006.
To Apply: Send letter of application, resume.
arid the names. addresses. and phone numbers
of four professional references to, Chair.
Accountant/Trainer
Search
Committee.
Accounting & Financial Services, Murray State
University, 200 Sparks Hall, Murray. KY 420713312 Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity M/F/0/. AA
employer

060
Help Wanted
Now hiring talented.
energetic licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist We
offer great employee
benefits
For more
information please call
767-0760.

060
*fp Wanted
DRIVERS A steady
lifestyle! Top pay great
benefits! No experience' No problem,
Werner Enterpnses
800-346-2818
ext
150

$SCOL-A-DrIvaraSS
Company Drivers
& Owner Operators
Dedicated Account
'Regional & System
Lanes
'Consistent Work
•Dnver Fnendry
Freight
Paid Orientation
*Immediate Hiring
*Willing to Obtain
Hazmat
888-855-3469
•
CDL-A Ovnwt
01111211113
oe a Bat • Home Week!,
51.51111. work 1525.1
ova Lane. Avg 140117 prr
131 XI ail mile,
1204 Terrynnals
Insurance D.o.nynt•
PEA Orternainpn
Innnecluse Owning.
lagn On A.Nan,
Call 1166-250-33114

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our cla.ssifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to mbnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear an
this web-tie
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us il you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
DRIVERS: CDL-A
Teams 46-82 Split.
Solo 351 Specialty
Cargo-Plenty of Mires!
Dan. 800-625-6885
x2189 Apply:
wwwrandrtruck.com
(ES has a excellent
opportunity
for
a
process engineer with
BS in chemical engineering. Experience in
chemical manufacturing preferred, Apply
online at www.intergntyemploymentsolutions.com or call 270395-0342
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shtfts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals
We are in search of full
time day shift employees to fill positions in
these
areas.
1)
Electronic/circuit
board repair. some
experience required 2)
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
tools and
reading
schematics
are
required
Successful candidates
are
self-motivated,
detail oriented and
take pride in the roasts
of their work
Salary is commensurate with experience.
Sportabl•
Scoreboards otters a
competitive, compre
hensive benefit package
Apply at. 106
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
or direct resume to
mfg recrultingescor
*board 1.corn

Housecleaning
270-759-9553

TEXAS based cornpa
fly expanding into
Western KY Company
offers generous incentives and rewards program 30-minute seminar required with applications and interviews
taken on Sept 5th at
7 00pm & Sept 6th at
10 00am & 2 00prn
Best Western meeting
room
1503 N 12th
Street

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Llpgraoes
759.3556

P•10..14 Nnolehinp
TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Read interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
Hemel For lels
1992 Presidential
14x70 3 BR, 2 BA
excellent condition
tufty furnished
$12,000 436-5552
GOT LAND? Own iand
or have family rand
available, you can
qualify for $0 down.
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL.
731-584-9429.
eon« Fa Rent
2 BR,$315
753-6012

11191atio Ivy

aanJ
noel

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

,

„/,

•

Wanted: Starving artist
would like to purchase
large pieces of used
polystyrene
foam
(styroformi)
blocks
Phone 270-492-6231
150
For Sale
1986 Honda 250 Elite
Scooter,
270-978-2351
3 ton Trane airigas
pack. $400.
293-3616 or 293-6572.
ALPHA massage capsule mar-Jens, $1,000
270-753-8944
CHICKENS for sale.
Young laying hens,
$12.50ea. 437-4295.
ELECTRIC ( OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE
A beautiful
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses. To see pictures and
complete description;
Had Obelie-mail
south.net or call Hari
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016
KENMORE
washer/dryer $200,
573-673-6792
270-809-5345
PLAID sofa steeper
hunter green, burgundy. navy & tan.
Good condition matching chair. $200 both.
Call 270-978-5810 or
492-8983.
Rod Bricks 30cents
each.(270)436-2262
UPRIGHT
piano
Howard N. Cable,
great condition Just
don't have room for it
anymore $500. Call
270-978-5810 or
492-8983.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANt
WAND IELOWNS
sOil Sabyt.12111-v

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898
1 Bedroom apartment.
clean & nice, all appliances including W/D,
no pets
(270)436-2524
Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt. venous loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days
753-9898
2 BR, 2 BA duplex,
very nice with many
extras. Beautiful moldings and decor Nice
shrubbery. flowers and
trees. House garage
with opener, nice patio
with had covered top,
all appliances furnished 902A N. 20th
No pets.. $650.
753-5344.
2BR IBA duplex.
Appliances, 1504
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259

1505 Ditiguid DrRe • Murray Isl 42(171

I need to sell your house -

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
onc and Two Bedri

my listings are low due to all

3 BR house Caol/A 1,
2,43 BR Apt
753-1252.
753-0806, 761-3694
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9698

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Remus! Property &
Ploveity Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
mis
DUPLEX 2 Br, 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
w/d furnished. $575 +
deposit. 293-6430.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including
washer.
dryer, and dishwasher
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085,
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo Includes
water and sewage
17701293-3710

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1:1
11-1 Rea

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 or 4 bedroom
2.5 bath. 1 400 sq ft
washer/dryer, refrigerator. oven stove dishwasher 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800 No pets
Secunty deposit $800
1217 N 16th St
Murray 270-348-0458
Close
to
MSU
Meadowlark
Townhouses
For Rant

1 or 2 bedroom house
n country Appliances
furnished. Central N/A
$575 00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets Ca
753-2905.
2 BR house 1
blocks from University
$425 753-5992
2 BR un S 910 SI,
garage big fenced
oackyard. appliances,
all electric. air
conditioner. w/d hoekup, 1 yr. lease, $525.
call 270-767-0615
2 BR. 2 BA, water.
sewer, trash & cable tv
included
No pets
$600 monthly, $600
deposit. 767-9111
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray
753-4109
3 BR, 1.5 BA. w/d
appliances furnished
Reference, lyr lease
required
No pets
5500, 1305 Vine
270-519-2699
3 BR, 3 BA, 3,000 sq.
ft., Marshall/Calloway
line. $750 per month
270-527-3023
3 Br. brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba, new central air/heat all electnc
big fenced backyard,
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/0
hook-up, STV, lease,
$850. Call
270-767-0615

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

UN Or Low
Beautiful location at
105N 6th St for
office spaces salon
ect 4.t25sqfl $3,500
monthly Call 270-8360717 or 753-6944
Prop. FOf Rent
(1) 1300 to 2000
square feet
(2) Individual office
spaces with
furniture plus reception
area or boutique retail
spaces
Call 753 1492.
CENTURY 21 Clean-up shop, utilities
paid, washer & dryer
furnished. 293-6430
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated. )ocated 406 172
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

97

I

Supplies

AKC Scottish Terrier
Puppies,
wheaten
color beckyhb fd att net
270-236-2210.
270-236-2751
Carin
Terrier
Female $200.
270-748-5575.

HOSFORD S
Boat
Storage located 4 mi
out 94E on Post Oak
Dove. Easy in & out
753-3143

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

pup

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Canine Couture
Halloween costumes,
toys, and treats for
your pets have arrived)
603 Main St Mon-Fri
9-6. Sat 10-2
753-7522
Registered red toy
poodles. 270-489-2761
or
270-519-4472.
Malli-Poo's.
Ready
soon.

1850 St. RI. 12.1S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

Shin Tzu puppies
AKC/CKC male.
female $250-$350
270-251-0310

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits.
on at east 1 acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.
Can (270)293-9800
or (270)293-7511

Ethan Allen chest
mirror, stacked tables
& wall library unit.
Karastan rug 4x6, 2
bar stools, writing
desk 731-644-1166

C)
NOW LEASING
I, 2 & 3hedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Ai:0y at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *I -800-648-6056

(270) 443-6737
390
Limed Supplies

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
Call
1 $248,500 00
Real Estate753-2905 or 293-8595
lot

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032
arms For Mb
45 acres 42 Cropland
Rd Frontage on two
sides Kirk sey area
489-2740
limes For Salt
1 703 Farmer Ave
3BR, 1/1-2 BA fireplace et/gas logs
Cal/A. well insulated
large storage house
Reduced to $87,000
Call 753-8349

I Check us out
on tho 'Web!
-12 be brick
--a
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, fenced with
barns. Pnce reduced!
753-2761 293-2819 or
www.owners.com/W7
W7832
3BR, 2BA, 1,500sq.ft,
hardwood floors, close
to MSU. $79,900. Day
293-5483, night
293-2987.
8 acres. 3 bedroom. 2
full baths. 3 years old.
fruit trees, barn, large
porch, many extras
can be sub-divided
with home into 2, 4 or 8
acres Potential for
another
home-site
1203 Tom
Taylor.
South Murray,
270-227-0860
ATTENTION
MOVE
UP BUYERS. Owner
willing to trade For
sale 4 Br, 2 Be, 2.534
sq. ft up scale home,
new
construction.
Saratoga
II
Subdivision.
Free
recorded
message
800-986-2789
ext
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contracts, Deeds
Closings
761-4558
re
orlaw.com
CHARMING
house
near MSU on Miller
Ave. 1424 sq. ft. 2-3
BR, 1 BA, kitchen/ dinning combo. vaulted
ceilings, garage. large
fenced yard with deck.
270-293-7133.
FOR sale by owner
3BR. 1-1/2 bath. fireplace, hardwood
floors, 2-driveways,
corner large lot, 2-storage buildings, 7-closets. electronic cold air
return. (270)759-2475
MURRAY Estates. 3
BR, 2.5 BA.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. 5 acre lot.
7 67-2246

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
In Riverneld
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

We Buy
Houses!
Immediate
Debt Relief! •
(270)761-Home
www.creadve
propertysolvers.coai

\

Call us we will be
glad to help
270 753-1916

24

470
Motorcycles & ATVs
Kawasaki Prairie 300
ATV, 2-wheel drive, like
new $2.700 ober 2002
Moser Call 293-6753.
2007 Grizzly
700
Ducks Unlimited. Less
than 500 miles Lots of
extras. $5750
270-752-0876
2005 Honda Shadow
750 Aero- Excellent
condition 9,000 miles
$5,500 obo (270)52769181(270) 703-2249.
1981 Yamaha 650 low
miles 978-1107 or
436-5408
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14 15 lb inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars
MUST see, 99 Buick
Park Avenue Ultra
Leather, all power.
local
Kelley Book
$4.945 Best Offer
753-8096

ALL
Cor
•Ho

• DI

Por
•Sa
. Flo(
' Dar
• Not

LICE

270
270

API
SEI
(271
759
Chc

2001 Hyundia Elantra,
automatic,loaded,
90.000 miles. $3.500
(2701530-0281
Used Trucks
95 Ford P.0 SWB, PS
PB. AC. V6 automatic.
$1.995
89 GMC Dully LWB.
ext
cab.
loaded
$1,995
Call David at 753-6556
or 293-8204. Can be
seen at Shady Hill.

CI
1
ii

2
7

CAMPER
trade
Shasta. 26tt slide out
Used sparingly. Murray
area. 270-437-4419.

IAM
•
AINN-SERVICE
Mowing, Mink-eking,
...landscaping a
lad Vacuuming
Saliddelkint guaranteed
1.

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR

Aft

COULD
HFRE:YOR •
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
('All. 75)1916

[Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Nowa maw,
Rec..
& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
juntk &
garages.. gutters
work

Murray Ledger 4 Tomes

753-3853

460
Hones For Sais

Futrell Farms Hay
alfalfa
mixes
&
orchard grass, 14
grass mix
Others
available $5-6 dollars
50 60Ib
bale
per
bales 753 6848

For Mb

Located by
row radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

for lit time buyers who own land
or have family land'
Zero down, easy financing!

Waterfront
Kentucky Lake
618-939-0263

III sizes to
nt sour needs

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

753-1492

(AA) Government Funds available

N A
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
enter eit 121% 4 Glendale
MI6 $23 16215 $40
(270)436-2524
12701293-6M

169

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270)701-7153

LI

ft•

1

intr,oi...‘11:1111$111i1P.

(270 7534133

Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818
Cieniutx.. Loretta Jobs Realtors'

('enlist 14e.ii dIld Alf
Accepting Arleta allow.

2BR duplex, nice.
C./H/A, appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

the sales we have had!

4'11 ApdrIffl/C111,

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial doors and
openers 293-2357

1

CLASSIFIERS

Murray Ledger & I blies

Calboon Construction,u.c
FREE
Estimates

EL. Smaller packages, pricier food anger parents
JOE S JOBS

FREE
Licensed
and Insured Estimates

Additions, Drywall, Painting. Windows,
Roofing Decks. Sun Rooms.
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

EITM

LL C

EXCAVATING,

•Trackhoe •Backhoe *Doze ,
•Ponds 'Driveways *Clearing
•Septic Systems •Clemolitior
We deliver gravel, fill dirt
topsoil, white rock and pond clay
227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm

11,•

NEED a moue root
maimed, Cass Damn at
270-7524414
RENOVATIONS.
remodeling odds and
ends, custom book
shelves. eel 24 years
quality service
Excellent craftsmanship. Call Gary
227-7930.

•

iáa
I rev Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
;No joh is complete until customer is satisfied."

CHAV
I
REAL ESTATE

as

ROOFING
18yrs
experience 1 year
labor guarantee Tear
off, nail over. horses
and termini Free estimates 227-5286.

Davits
Home
improvement
Nate,Damaged Floors
Braces & Flow Jwsts
emods4rq& Plumbing
Day-cl ciaamors, ChM"
W.; Do insurance Work
Asa 8 Mosortvd Acceped

a

AUCTION
915A Cot.DWATER ROAD

MURRAY. KY 4307

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

270-705270-761ESTATFS
sac
Sonic,' oilseed
ALL Carpentry
Construction
•Homes .Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
*Sagging
*Rotten
. Floors •Termite
• Damage *Home &
• Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE it PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Furor,

1.111 1 11.111r1 ,

•.
.011
.
1.
.ROMioc,
• .11101 74.1 WV,

CUSTOM bushhogging call Marton Cos
270-703-7452
270-437-3006
ONJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs 293-5438

%SP At:I
Milt licit Bros.

rr

r

016
,
1•Apr,11
Vi
...11005,111flop,
1.1.1A1 *//•,11.4511-1-41..,

•
r

I

1,

7.59-0501
7;3-1537

T AVIS
ASPHALT
Pas bag. .•41*.riating
& Iltsistber
s Fs.% Tiam Is
270-7534279

tit RENOVATION]
Si REMODELING
Horne1
/Cooling,
Additions.
Repair
Dec-kJ ct
(270)753-1499
(731)247-5444

irggl
t akIt'
(her teen exp.
Sales A lassallation
90 day, reale at ma
753-7728

\I

\1

\(.I \II \ I

*weekly & special
•1.0:elly owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

•
3301 St, RI 121N.
753-8087
hi,

Sliirdo., 1

. 111.431.1% 114,111.

•
oil S 111

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753
THE Murray Lodger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
thair own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are oelieved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger A limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any resportstbility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages.
Additions, Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer.
Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for saki, delivered. 270-210-3781.
270-559-2032,
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates. Phone
436-256e, 227-0287

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

1.

wee wit
atentormi, Trimirung
and, Mulch idiluluty
Ask tor Mitch
270-227-0906

Murray Lsdissr

Tkiss0
First Como
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Subscribe by calling 7534916
Today! LOUR &TIMES

APOPT.A(r-

La y is a German Shepherd
mix, "is months old, female

Kednesday. September 3, 20014 • 38

Iteabem is a domestic short hair orange
and white Tabby vs months yid, male

SHELTER HOURS: moN.-Ill. le AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AN-3 PM
I s' mini • elttitIllabs-X1 contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Sheller
at (270)759-4141

MILWAUKEE AP, - Kids
may be corned about homework, teachers and that pesky
bully this school year But parents" They're leery about lunch-

are (Aiming down because people are dosing less. If people cut
hack on their food spending,
they may end up eating better.
she said.

With food prices nsing and
packages shrinking, parents are
wondering how they'll stretch
their food budgets. Children are
going to get an unwitting lesson
in economics, analysts say, as
parents change their food-buying habits tc keep costs down
Some kids will eat more hot
lunches this year. Some will
carry baggies full of snacks like
home-packed chips and crackers
rather than prepackaged ones.
Maybe there will be more
AP
peanut butter, if it hasn't been Edger Dworsky, editor of consumer
education Web site
banned in school because of Mousetannt.org,
uses a tape measure tO determine the width of
allergies, instead of lunch meats,
a container of breakfast cereal at his home in Somerville,
or cheaper items like Spam.
This year's lunchroom will Mass.
be less about convenience and servuig.
ping habits. said Harry Balzer,
more about the bottom line, said
In Los Altos, Calif. Hollis vice president of consumer
Marcia Mogelonsky, senior Bischoff's
two children have research firm NPD Group and
research analyst with Mintel been
packing their own lunches an expert on American eating
International
in
Chicago. for years. It saves
patterns.
money
Parents will be shopping for because they
know what they - 11
"These rising food costs have
deals but still wanting all the eat, she said,
and it teaches theni to be paid for by somebody." he
basics — fruits, veggies, pro- a lesson in how
to spend and said. "The question is how are
teins and fun things like chips save. hardana,
12, and Nate. 14. you going to pay for them? Are
and cookies. It won't be easy, have never bought
milk because
you going to pay for them in
she said.
they think it's too expensive at keeping your out-of-pocket cost
"Parents are sort of entering school, she said, and they ask constant by buying smaller porthis with trepidation,- she said. teachers if they can use the tions, or are you going to be
"It's not how much it costs. It's microwaves in their lounges paying more for what you paid
how much more it costs relative
when they want hot food.
last year?"
to what they're used to spendThe kids also go and buy
People typically spend 10
ing."
food at the stores, or lease a list
percent of their income on food
The costs for key ingredients for their parents if they run out and that won't change, he said,
like corn, wheat, soybeans
— always with costs in mind. so instead they're looking for
and other items — are high and
Bischoff said. They get some deals, eating less or changing
eating into food companies' money from their parents for brands.
profits. So big names like Kraft lunches and if they go over a set
Mogelonsky said many parFoods Inc., Sara Lee Corp. and amOunt, it comes out of their ents will
have to put more
Hormel Foods Corp. are passing allowance Bischoff said they'd
thought into what they're giving
along price increases as they try rather save their money for more their kids.
Lots of changes will
fun things, like a Nintendo Wii, be in the snack
to keep making money.
realm, she said,
Some companies are also so they opt to skip the $2 slices because people are more priceshrinking products or getting nd of pizza. for example.
sensitive for snack foods.
of cenain lines to lower their
-They've learned the meanOne way many parents will
costs. Skippy peanut butter, ing of saving money and spend- save is to stop buying prepackmade by Unilever, now sells in ing money because they
seen aged snacks, especially the 10016.3 ounce jars that look the
what's happened during the calorie ones that hit the market a
same size as the previous 18 years in the stores.- said few years ago. Mogelonsky
ounce jars because of a larger Bischoff. 49, who owns a yarn said.
indentation at the bottom. Kraft shop and works a full-time job
Kids should probably expect
is reducing the number and in as a market analyst.
to see fewer treats this year. as
some cases the size, of items in
The cost of food is soaring. In
well, she said, since that'll be
its Deli Selects cheese line, for the U.S., retail food prices rose
seen as a luxury. Parents will
example. Sara Lee has reduced an average of6 percent this year.
have to talk to them about what
the size of some of its Hillshire That's three times the normal
they want to eat and why — and
Farm deli meat packages from inflation rate. Prices are rising
explain why those cookies may
10 ounces to 9 ounces The because companies are paying
be gone this year.
prices, for the most part, don't more for key ingredients, due to
"It's a good time to teach
go down.
increased demand around the
economics, nutrition and budgworld, the weak U.S dollar and
Some stores — like grocery
eting. It could become a major
weather that destroyed crops.
store chain Save-A-Lot — are
focus in parent-child relations,
advising parents on what to buy.
Economists say the high
making lunches," Mogelonsky
The chain, which targets bargain
prices won't be coming down
said.
shoppers, has a new campaign anytime soon.
She said there could also be a
telling parents how to make
The pinch consumers are
meals like turkey slices wrapped feeling is affecting their shop- benefit to childhood obesity
rates, much like traffic fatalities
in tortillas that cost about a SI a

Parents say they won't he
giving their kids less food — so
don't expect hunger pangs in the
afternoon. They just say they're
approaching it differently and
buying with cost more in mind.
Debbie Moors' daughters.
ages 8 and 10, will bring their
own milk from home, saving SI
a day this year.'They'll also Fet a
half sandwich instead of a full
one. since Moors learned that's
all they were eating last year.
Chips and fruit snacks will he
made from bulk bags rather than
prepackaged ones.
It all means more thinking
and planning. said Moors, 44, ot
Berthoud. Colo., and she hopes
she can keep her momentum
going all year.
"By the middle of the year
you just get tired of trying to
think of something different to
put in there," said Moors, a magazine editor. "I tend to lose motivation a little bit. But I think this
year I'm going to be more motivated just from a cost-savings
standpoint."
Retailers are trying to help
consumers make these choices
at their stores.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. has its
"Mealtime Ideas" campaign and
upscale grocer Whole Foods
Market Inc. has pamphlets of
coupons and hack-to-school
lunch ideas in its stores.
Save-A-Lot, which has 1,2()
discount-oriented grocery stores
in about 40 states, is extending
its "Fuel Your Family" campaign in the next few weeks.
using ads and signs in stores to
help parents find meals they can
make for about SI a serving.
typically using the company's
exclusive lines of products.
Meals — devised with a family
of four in mind — include a
grilled cheese sandwich and
soup lunch that's 94 cents per
serving, tuna pot pie for 74 cents
per serving, and turkey bologna
on wheat sandwiches with
grapes for 86 cents a serving.
Bill Shaner, chief executive
of the chain, a division of
Supervalu Inc., said the company got meal ideas from its own
workers. They're worried about
costs just like everyone else.
"Everybody's trying to pinch
their pennies. They're all struggling to allocate their food dollars." Shaner said.

by Jacqueline Blear
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Sept. 4, 2008:
This year you become more
instrumental than you realize.
Wotk, home, friendships and
partnerships in general reflect
your interests and get your attention. Express your high creativity in a manner that others can
hear and join in. Two minds generally are better than one. Your
ability to move through daily
life and enjoy yourself starts
evolving. If you are single, a
relationship will pop into your
life. Please take your time getting to know this person. It
might take a full year to do so. If
you are attached, treat your significant other more like you did
when you first met. The embers
of love will reignite with your
care and attention! SCORPIO is
easy to talk to.
The Man am* the Rind 01
Day Yost Have: .5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Work with a partner or
associate directly This person
might be more earthy in his or
her presentation than you would
like, Stet dOel dismiss hie or her
ideas. thalltrand open up V passible. For some, a new business
venture becomes possible.
Tonight. Continue with this teamwork.
TAURUS(II 20-May 20)
***** Others flex their muscles, letting you know they would
like an opportunity to run the
show. You can decide yes or no
when Ms are reedy. Dent wed
too long. Or elle yeu could miss
out on some fun. Tonight. Accept
an invitation.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You can accomplish a
lot, although you might have a
unique and more grounded quality than in the past. If you feel as
if you have had enough. say so
to a co-worker or someone who
punctuates your daily life
Tonight: Easy does it
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*Or** You might surprise yourself, as you Come up with one
idea after another and they all
seem to work You certainly are

on a roil. Do not allow someone
to slow you down. The world is
year oyster. Tonight Take a midweek break
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others respect you. How
they take your suggestions
reflects their opinion of you. If
You have a home-based business, you will want to stay at
home. Check out an investment
carehety before giving the high
sign. TOtaght Order in.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-8ept. 22)
***** Do not hold hack You
just rneght be aurpnseo at how
receptive your audience Is
Nearly anything can happen if
you Only mattia Understanding
builds between you and a child
or loved one. Tonight. A discussion over dinner might take
some of the heaviness away
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Be aware of how much
you have to offer, and do not put
yourself down. Others often
wonder why you pull back so
much or cleveesp such a strong
attitude You can handle it all.

r

You are enormously resourceful
Tonight. Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Ask and you shall
receive -- well. nearly. For some
of you. you will find that you have
lust to wish and, like magic, your
desire appears Be aware of
your strength supporters and
strong style of communication
Tonight. Tell it like it is or as you
see it!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your willingness to
step up to the plate defines your
success Others admire your
clarity arid directness A boss
might be hard on you, but he or
she is very much aware of your
assets, Tonight: Do for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Give that extra effort or
push to a protect If you see a
better way that has been overlooked, let others know Think
outside the box, and unusual
success will greet you Trust in
your abilities Tonight. Where
people are

AGUARIV:.: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others look up to you
Your instincts often tell you
which way to go. You are smart
enough to follow those feelings
but at the same time listen to a
trusted adviser Someone has
many good ideas. Listen.
Tonight. Burn the midnight oil.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You could be questioning a situation far mcre than you
need to The answers wit come,
but not exactly as you would like
or how you think they should. A
meeting or a consensus with
associates is important Tonight
Try to detach and revisit at a sit
uation.
BORN TODAY
Actress. dancer Mitzi Gaynor
(1931), writer Francois-Rene de
Chateaubriand (1768). golfer
Tom Watson (1949)
***
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigar.com.
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
Whiwn you submit photos ror
ene In the consmtantty page. please
include the event. the (late place ,,igani:ation or group, as mill as the name or ever sone
in the photo. Onls a certain number or photos will appear because or space
There is no go.ir.orrer,a suhnnsgon svill be published.
Digital photos: Hwy may be submitted to
calitoi(rmunavledges.cotr in a itseg tot niat.
Print photos: May be chopped off at the Ledgei onus e
at 1001 Whitnell Axe., cm mailed to PC) Box 1040,
Mlii lay, KY 420.'1 .
1'1 if V, •
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Comics/ FEATURES
Bride's mother is appalled

4/1 • Wednesday, September 3. 2001i

LookleglIack
IS years ago
Published is a picture of
Tiffany Curry. store manager of
Blockbuster Video in Murray.
preparing the movie. 'Titanic"
for rental in preparation for the
expected rush for the movie The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
County Extension Agent Geiald Claywell said -the local tobacco crop has bounced back well
from some problems earlier in
the year and farmers should expect
a bumper crop."
Births reported include a go'!
to Mr and Mrs Stacey Courtney, Aug 20
20 years ago
Clark. employee of
Tress
McDonald's, was wanner of the
contest, sponsored by the Murray Tourism Commission , and
was presented a certificate by
Stan Key of the commission. The
winner was selected by visits by
MTC members to the various
restaurants
Births reported include a girl
to Danny and Penny Keel, Aug
28; a boy to Townya and Roger
Snyder. Aug. 29; a boy to Linda
and Scott Gierhart, Aug. 30.
Rev. Bob Dotson is pastor of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
30 years ago
Radio Station WSJP a m. 1130
on the dial, owned by Sammy
J. Parker and Joe M. Parker, will
soon be on the air. The station
is located on Diuguid Drive, Murray.
Norma Sue Smith of Murray,
home economics teacher at Reidland High School, was elected
president-elect of the Kentucky
Association of Home Economics
Teachers at the meeting held at
Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green.
Rev. Carl Kellerer is the speaker at the revival at Dewarcls Chapel
Pentecostal Church.
40 years ago
Army 1st Lt. Garry W. Beshear

has been assigned to the 4th
PSC hological Operation Group
now stationed in Nha Trang. Vietnam.
Elected as officers of the Murray Squar-A-naders were Billie
Roberts, president. Bob McCuiston, vice president. Ailene Nelson, secretary-treasurer, and Hoyt
Wyatt. assistant treasurer
Published is a picture of top
state winners an the junior 4-H
Club Engineering Demonstrations
at the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville. They were Kim Puckett, 13, Calloway County. and
Bob White, 14, Union County.
50 years ago
Harry L. Lovett, seaman. United States Navy, is serving aboard
the aircraft carnet, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, operating with the
Atlantic Fleet
Dr Charles V Farmer of Murray has been appointed head of
the music department of Troy State
College, Troy. Ala.
The Sixth Grade pupils, ordinarily attending Carter Elementary, will now be attending school
in the new arts building on South
Ninth street All others will report
to Carter and Austin Schools.
60 years Ego
No hundred new registrations
to vote are now entered on the
books in the office of Calloway
County Clerk Lester Nanny.
Births reported include twin
girls to Mr and Mrs. Eli Cresson. Aug. 26, a boy to Mr. and
Mn. John Lamb. Aug. 27; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Parker,
Aug. 28: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mason Thomas, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Young and
a go! to Mr. and Mrs. Elsie Lee,
Aug. 29; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Spiceland, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ovid Sutter and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Batty Adsmore,
Aug. 30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Houston, Aug. 31.
and
Shackelford
Barbara
Nathaniel Erwin were married
Aug. 28.

by tacky wedding tradition
DEAR ABBY: My daughter. who is betng nuirried in
three months, mentioned to me
that her fiance's friends have
a tradition of covering the newlyweds car with condoms.
Whatever happened to tin cans
and a "Just
Married'
sign?
no
I'm
prude. but
I'm appalled
at the tackiness of it.
There will
be
grandmothers and
children
attending
By Abigail
the
wedVan Buren
My
ding,
daughter
agrees that its poor taste, but
doesn't think there is anything
she can do about it. Should I
stay out of it, or go clean off
the car myself during the reception? -- TEXAS BRIDAL
MOM
DEAR BRIDAL MOM:
Condoms on the car? Why,
that's almost as much of a thighstepper as short-sheeting the
bed in the honeymoon suite
or trashing it entirely. Of course
it's juvenile and in bad taste,
but boys will be boys, and
this is the element with whom
your soon-to-be son-in-law
associates. By the time your
daughter goes to the car, she'll
be a married woman. My advice
is to stay out of it and let
her fight her own battles.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My wife,
"Kim," and I have been marned three years and have 14month-old twin daughters. We
have a beautiful life together

Dew Abby

TslavIuUIstsry
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 3,
the 247th day of 2008. There are
119 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 3. 1783, the Treaty
of Paris between the United States
and Great Bntain officially ended
the Revolutionary Was.
On this date:
In 1f89, England's King
Richard I (the Lion-Hearted) was
crowned in Westminster Abbey.
In 1658, Oliver Cromwell, the
Lord Protector of England, (tied
in London.
In 1939, Britain, France, Australia and New Zealand declared
war on Germany. two days after
the Nazi Invasion of Poland.
In 1943, the British Eighth
Army invaded Italy during World
War II, the same day Italy signed
a secret armistice with the Allies.

14..1E31(

In 1951, the television soap
opera "Search for Tomorrow" made
its debut on CBS. (It ran on CBS
until 1982, when it moved to
NBC until its final episode. which
aired in Deceinber 1986.)
In 1967, Nguyen Van Thieu
was elected president of South Vietnam under a new constitution
In 1967, motorists in Sweden
began driving on the nght-hand
side of the road instead of the
left.
In 1976, the unmanned U.S.
spacecraft Viking 2 landed on
Mars to take the first close-up, color
photographs of the planet's surface.
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was
installed as the 264th pontiff of
the Roman Catholic Church,
In 2004, the three-day hostage
siege at a school in Beslan. Russia, ended in bloody chaos after

Chechen militants set off bombs
as Russian commandos stormed
the building. more than 330 people, mostly children, were killed.
Ten years ago: President Clinton visited Omagh. Northern Ireland, where he walked down the
street where a car bombing had
claimed 29 lives, and offered his
condolences to the families of the
victims. Authorities continued to
recover remains from Swissair
Flight Ill, which had crashed off
Nova Scotia the night before with
229 people aboard.
Five years ago: Paul Hill, a
former minister who said he murdered an abortion doctor and his
bodyguard to save the lives of
unborn babies, was executed in
Florida by injection, becoming the
first person put to death in the
United States for anti-abortion violence.

t.ttt

with one exception -- my father.
He thinks he knows everything and isn't afrasd to give
his °Orison. He also makes
silly comments to the twins
such as, If your mommy doesn't treat you nght, then you
can come live with Grandpa."
Kim is an excellent wife
and mother She takes my
fathers comments personally,

even though I tell her he's just
being goofy. She bristles every
time my parents come over
for a visit. When they do, she
leaves the room. She rolls her
eyes and has flat-out told me
she can't stand my father.
What can we do? I love
my father and am extremely
close to both my parents. This
has caused several fights
between Kim and me. I say
it's no big deal, but she REALLY resents my fathei. What
do you think? -- PEACEMAKER IN COLORADO
DEAR PEACEMAKER: I
wonder what your father may
have said to your wife that
has caused her to react to him
so negatively. I recommend
family counseling, and the
sooner the better. The fact that
Kim dislikes your overbearing
father to the point that she
can't be in the same room with
him, and overreacts when he
makes comments to the babies
-- which I agree are goofy - IS a "big deal."
MOO

DEAR ABBY: When I was
23, single and living at home
with a manipulative mother, I
became pregnant and gave birth
to a baby boy. At her urging
and because I lacked self-confidence, I gave my son up for
adoption. Several years later
I married and had two children who are now 29 and 33.
Recently 1 have been thinking about telling my children
about their half-brother in a
letter to be opened after my
death. I have reservations about
telling them at all, yet I feel
they have a right to know.
What is your advice? -- MOTHER WITH A SECRET
DEAR MOTHER: I see
no reason not to reveal your
secret to your adult children.
If you prefer to do so in a
letter after your death, that's
your privilege. However, they
will have questions that you
will no longer be around to
answer. So when you write
that letter. I strongly suggest
that you give them all the
information you can so they'll
be able to start a search if
they wish.
P.S. If your son should show
up searching for you somewhere down the line, that way
they won't be shocked, and
they will be able to provide
the answers their half-brother
is looking for.
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Stroke victim can't get
a good night's sleep
ists from across the country. He
then began working with a specialized chemist (40 years of
expenence in soaps. creams and
lotions) Together. they isolated
and concentrated the common
soap ingredients found in the
most beneficial brands.
Anyone interested in finding
out more about the product or
visit
purchasing it should
www.wilcoxfamilyproducts.com.
I have no financial or personal
interest in the company and was
not paid to promote it. I am
mentioning it because I believe
it may be of interest and benyou!
DEAR efit to my readers.
To give you related informaREADER:
The soap- tion, I am sending you copies
By
under-the - of my Health Reports "Dr. Gott's
Dr. Peter Gott
sheets reme- Compelling Home Remedies"
dy was originally sent to me and "Stroke."
DEAR DR. GOT!': I startas a cure for night-time leg
cramps, but since then, many ed taking Certo seven years ago
RLS sufferers have found relief thanks to your column. Certo
using it. It does not work for has a tartness that bothers my
everyone, but it is worth a shot. stomach. so I tried using other
Simply place an unwrapped bar brands. They worked just as
of soap under the bottom sheet well as the Certo. Then, four
of your bed near your legs. years ago. I found apple pectin
That's it. Many people have also capsules after doing an Internet
found that if they have a prob- search on "pectin." I buy them
lem while not in bed, putting at my local health-food store.
soap in their socks CT rubbing Two 700-milligram capsules
liquid soap directly onto their daily keeps me pain free.
DEAR READER: Thank you
legs red ,..es pain. Let nie know
for writing to remind readers
if it works.
As an aside. I recently that generic pectin is just as effecreceived a product in the mail tive as Certo. It is also less expencalled Wilcox Family Products sive. Now we can add apple
Leg Cramp Relief. The manu- pectin capsules to the mix.
Readers, if you have tried
facturer claims that after seeing
first hand the benefits of plac- apple pectin pills, please let me
ing soap under tie sheets, he know your results. I will write
wanted to know 16w it worked. a follow-up column with the
He interviewed soap manufac- results.
turers and formulation special-

DEAR DR. GOT!': I am an
87-year-old female. June 2007,
I had a very bed stroke and am
now in a rehab facility because
my left side is paralyzed. I have
Restless Legs Syndrome. Re,quip
no longer works, I get little
sleep, and
Is driving me
nuts. A friend
told me you
had a soap
remedy that
might help
I am
me
counting on

Dr. Gott

Cestractfiridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 8 6
VAK
•Q .1 8 5 2
*9 82
EAST
WEST
•K 10953
•72
•86
•Q 10 4 3 2
•A 10 3
•K 9
•Q I 6
410 7 5 4
SOUTH
•Q .1 4
11.1 9 7 5
•7 6 4
•A K 3
The bidding:
North East
West
Sonia
I
IC
Pass
Pass
NT
3
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead -- seven of spades.
Ardein disciples of the game will
get a kick out of this deal, which
appeared many years ago in a par
contest. It has a neat double twist.
Superficially, it seems that
declarer can make nine tricks• three
in diamonds and two in each of the
other suits. Yet, good defense aill
defeat the contract.
When a spade is led and dummy
plays the eight, East should play the
nine instead of thc king. taken by
declarer with the rack or queen.
When South nest leads a dia-

mond. West goes up with the king
and plays another spade, and it is
curtains for declarer. East's spades
become established while he still has
the ace of diamonds as an entry, and
South goes down one
Note that if East wins the spade
lead with the king and returns a
spade, South makes the contract with
normal play. West does not have a
spade to return when hi.'" wins the first
diamond lead, and declarer finishes
with nine tricks.
But the hand is constructed so
thai even if Last flounders by winning the first spsdc lead, the defense
can still mem eT by an unusual play:
later on.
Let's say East takes the first made
and returns a spade at trick two.
Declarer wins and leads a diamond,
or, which West follows low. Fast
takes the jack with the ace and plays
a third round of spades to establish
his suit. and on this trick West discards the king of diamonds!
Declarer cannot recover from
this brilliant stroke. Hc can't make
nine tricks without the diamonds,
and since Last's 10-3 constitute a
stopper behind dummy's Q-8-5 ,2,
South fails in his mission.
A remarkable hand. First., East
has a chance to shine by refusing to
win the opening lead, and then, if he
slips, West gets a chance to shine by
ditching his high diamond.

Tomorrow': It's so easy when you know how.
i--2oreKisartwao,wwisaaus,
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Crosswords
ACROSS

l...400 IV DIIF0?)
T145 KV 45 NEV1ila ra..0 ONE
SINGLE FERSCN ABOUT ZGICE

/1 FtIF I El- L.E3cao
THAT wAe LIZ. Sa4E WANTED
TO TALK TO VOL), SOT 1
MEOWED HER OUT OF IT

JUST HEARD SOME
PEOPLE OVER AT THE
CHURCH 5046146 'BRIN6IN6
IN THE SHEAVES"

1 Region
5 San —
Capistrano
9 Dandy
12 007's school
13 Cornstarch
brand
14 Snake River
loc
15 Hot) and
Considine
16 Going strong
18 Delegates
20 Ouch!
21 B-movie pistot
22 Form a thought
26 Attacked by a
bee
29 Give at a go
30 — Kippur
31 Smokehouse
hangers
32 Puffin kin
33 Morose
34 Mont Blanc or
Jungfrau
35 — -Margret

36 Substantial
37 Camel country
39 Wear
40 Uh cousin
41 Boxing up
45 Plot
49 Singer
— Adams
50 Cote murmur
51 Cartoon
shrieks
52 Jazzy
Fitzgerald
53 Woolly one
54 Gets a load of
55 Wolfish took
DOWN
1 Catherine
— -Jones
2 Elevator name
3 Pseudonyms
for short
4 Naval officers
5 Pleasure trip
6 Coffee brewers
7 Turkish
honorific

Answer to Previous Puzzle
JI F
METAL
LOHA OAR
ETA DOM
ARF
BO
CE
AR A•G E
BY
Al N ES
OA
I G
E NTOU
IS
MEG

EAU

N T
0T E

0, E

V IM rim
L C A CA
G P
A B S L0
E L I
C IO I
A
E I IN
AB!_
E
9-302006 United Feature Syndicate
8 Not a SOO
9 Tailors
concern
10 Lync poem
11 Walk quietly
17 Blow away

or

19 Muffle
22 Provoke
23 Jean Auel
heroine
24 Praise loudly
25 TV award
26 Food fish
27 Bedtime story
28 Foul callers
29 Large _ask
32 Diligent insect
33 Cultured
35 Rome's
legions
36 Extinct bird
38 NATO turf
39 Frock
41 Salad veggie
42 Run in neutral
43 Giza's river
44 Duffel tiller
45 Cho& a deal
46 Even as we
speak
47 Bunion site
48 Golly1

